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1. [BECKFORD, William] ADAMS, Robert.  The narrative of Robert Adams, a sailor, who was wrecked 

on the Western coast of Africa in the year 1810, was detained three years in slavery by the Arabs of the Great 

Desert, and resided several months in the city of Timbuctoo. 

John Murray, London  1816.  4to.. [1],xi-xxi,[1],xxxiii-xxxiv,[6],6-231,[1]p. With large folding map 
as frontispiece. Contemporary half red morocco, spine with raised bands and compartments with 
alternate cinquefoil and Maltese cross, paper-covered brown boards. all edges gilt,  spine lightly 
scuffed but essentially in fine condition. William Beckford’s copy with a page of pencilled notes 
bound in at the front.  With the bookplate of Walter Richard Shaw Stewart. 

Robert Adams was an American seaman, the son of a New York sail maker and a coloured mother. His 

real name was Benjamin Rose. Having set sail from New York he was taken  prisoner after the wreck 

of his ship, the Charles. He was fortunate to survive his experiences as a slave, but after three years the 

British consul at Mogador, Joseph Dupuis, managed (via an agent) to buy back Rose from his then 

owners and sent him on to the American consul-general at Tangir. Supposed to have travelled back 

to America from Cadiz, Rose somehow contrived to miss the boat and took ship instead with a British 

vessel bound for Liverpool. Discharged in Wales as being too sick to work, he managed to beg his way 

to London and though he was by this time  using the name of Adams - perhaps because America would 

have regarded him as a deserter after all the efforts  made to secure his release. He roamed the streets of 

London like other homeless destitute sailors until he was recognised by someone he had met in Cadiz 

and taken to the offices of the company of Merchants Trading to Africa. It was there that he related his 

Narrative to a Mr Cock, after which the company paid for his passage back to America and his family. 

Since Adams was unable either to read or write, his narrative was taken down from interrogation.
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This book was the first to describe Timbuktu as a dull squalid place, boasting none of the glories of old, 

and this led many to disbelieve his story - though some of those who poured scorn on the book may have 

had a vested interest in the notion that the legendary West African city was still a thriving metropolis. See 

Howgego Encyclopaedia of Exploration.

Beckford refers to five sections of the book; in all 20 lines of notes. The appearance of the King and 

Queen of Timbuctoo attract his attention: “The Queen called Fatima was extremely fat - wore no shoes 

and in consequence her feet appeared to be as hard and dry as the hoofs of an ass.” A weird animal the 

Corocco is described: “Resembling a very large Dog - but having an opening or hollow in its back like 2a 

pocket in which it puts its prey. - It mounts trees with agility to gathers cocoa nuts, devours Goats and 

young Children and utters a cry very like an Owl - The Negroes, no wonder, are greatly afraid of it. - “ 

The appearance of the Negro slaves is noticed: Adams once saw amongst some slaves at ia woman who 

had her teeth filed round, he supposes by way of ornament: and as they were very long, “they resembled 

Crow quills.”

ref: 85589  £3,500

2. [BECKFORD, William]. BEAVER, Captain Philip.  African  memoranda:  relative to an attempt to 

establish a British Settlement on the Island of Bulama, on the western coast of Africa, in the year 1792. With a 

brief notice of the neighboring tribes, soil, productions, etc. and some observations on the facility of colonizing 

that part of Africa, with a view to cultivation; and the introduction of letters and religion to its inhabitants: 

but more particularly as the means of gradually abolishing African slavery.  

Printed for C. and R. Baldwin, New Bridge-Street, Blackfriars, London 1805.  4to.,  [4],xv,[1],500p. 
Very large part-coloured folding map as frontispiece, contemporary half red morocco, spine with 
raised bands and compartments with alternate cinquefoil and Maltese cross, paper-covered boards, 
top edge gilt others uncut, minor dulling to the morocco but essentially a fine copy.  William 
Beckford’s copy with a page of pencilled notes bound in at the front. With the bookplate of Walter 
Richard Shaw Stewart. 

Beckford refers to four sections of the book; in all 13 lines of notes.

As usual these reveal the details which Beckford found absurd or droll as for example the attitude of 

Cannibals to white women: “The Cannibals look upon white women rather as objects of disgust then 

desire...their Devil is white....” He is amused by the island of an Pepels which: “tho’ little more than 40 

miles long, is unfortunately for its inhabitants, governed by 13 kings, who are seldom if ever all together 

in one place.” The longest note is reserved for a description of the appearance and nests of large termites, 

the “Bug-a-Bugs”, whose name Beckford takes delight in repeating. Disappointingly the most serious 

element in the book, that of African slavery, is bypassed by Beckford. Despite stating himself opposed 

to slavery Beaver insists on the humanity and kindness of the English slave owners and declares: “As to  

general emancipation, none can think of it even without horror: for instead of improving the condition 

of the blacks in our West India islands, it would add to their present misery, rebellion, murder, repine, 

and cruelty; and would at once sweep from the face of the earth all the white population of the western 

possessions, by the hands of assassins.” Beckford simply repeats without further comment, “General 

emancipation not to be thought of without horror.” It should be remembered that the Beckford fortune, 

going back several generations, was founded on slave labour in the family’s Jamaican estates.

ref: 85588  £3,500
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3. [BECKFORD, William] CARNE, John.  Letters from the East.   

Henry Colburn, London 1826.  First edition. 8vo.,  xxii,[1],593,[1]p. Contemporary calf, spine 
renewed, all edges gilt,. A good copy.  William Beckford’s copy with 6 pages of pencilled notes 
bound in at the front. (Hamilton Palace Sale Lot 1606.) With the bookplate of Walter Richard Shaw 
Stewart. 

Carne’s journey which is described in great detail takes him to Turkey, Egypt, the Holy Land and Greece. 

As usual Beckford’s notes draw attention to the details in the text which caught his attention: children 

playing football with the heads of executed Greeks outside the open gates of the Seraglio; slave labour; 

the pyramids; the vandalism of Belzoni and Drouetti who destroyed statues at the temples of Karnac and  

Luxor in order to be able to send the busts to the British Museum; the custom of Egyptian women of 

veiling most of their faces – which Beckford approved on aesthetic grounds - “Considering the number 

of fine looking men among the Arabs, it is strange there should be such an almost universal plainness 

among the other sex in Egypt”. Beckford also has a quite laugh at the religious gullibility of the writer:  

whilst accepting the Biblical miracle of water springing from the rock for the benefit of the Israelites, 

Beckford points out that Carne is rather naively puzzled as to how that water “followed the Israelites 

in their journeyings.”  “Strange enough to be sure” writes Beckford ; “but the Power who caused that 

stream to gush forth at the bidding of Moses might as easily have made it dance after his chosen People, 

if he pleazed.” 

Carne objects to the “vain processions and vile ceremonies of the ill fated city (of Jerusalem)” and 

Beckford elaborates: “What indeed more disgusting  in the eye of taste or reason than the idle mummeries, 

vain processions and scandalous disputes between the different sects who call themselves Christians in 

Jerusalem and which disgrace the ill-fated City and render it almost the last place on earth one would 

wish to go to.” Beckford notes with some amusement the anecdote of a pilgrim (whom he identifies by 
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name of “poor Mr Ral. Wilson or some such traveller”) who overcome with emotion fell to his knees 

at what he took to be the hole in which the true cross had stood only to be roused by his guide with the 

words “Signor, Signor this is not the true hole it is further on”. This Beckford glosses: “deeply affected - 

by the wrong hole of the true Cross.” 

Beckford is struck by the contrast between the piety and notorious cruelty exemplified in the character 

of Prince Djezzar; “Djezzar was a rigid Musulman and never failed to attend the Mosque twice a day 

and died in his bed at last in peace at the age of 80 after having assolized himself in the murdering and 

maiming line most energetically for many many years.” Still on the subject of religion, Beckford notes 

that the Christian missionaries had hoped to enlist the aid of Lady Hester Stanhope, whose word was law 

in those parts, but one of the missionaries, the son of Rabbi whom had converted to Christianity, had 

unfortunately offended her. Where Carne says of Lady Hester that “her person is plain and masculine, 

and her character unspotted” Beckford cannot resist inserting “(No Wonder)”. 

This book is more extensively annotated than is usually the case in Beckford books. Continental (and 

middle eastern tours) were of course of considerable personal interest to him with their details of art, 

antiquities, architecture and the customs of the people. The general tone of his comments here is not 

particularly disrespectful to the author here (as it often can be) but, as usual, Beckford’s own  refinement 

and sometimes sneering superiority is implicit in the details that he delights to highlight as also, more 

seriously, is his religious scepticism and contempt for superstition and religious hypocrisy.

ref: 85590  £4,500

4. [BECKFORD, William] CASTELLAN, Antoine 
Laurent.  Letters sur la Grece, L’Hellespont et 

Constaninolple, faisant suite aux lettres sur la Moree ... 

Chez H. Agasse, Paris 1811.  8vo., [2],171,[1]; 
[4],235,[1]pp.,  plate and folding map at the 
beginning of the second part. Each part with 
separate title page. Contemporary half blue 
morocco, grey paper-covered boards. all edges 
gilt, minor scuffing to spine but essentially in 
fine condition. William Beckford’s copy with 
2 pages of pencilled notes in French bound in 
at the front. (Hamilton Palace Sale Lot 1658.) 
With the bookplate of Walter Richard Shaw 
Stewart. With a small neatly printed ticket 
from the Hamilton Palace Sale at the bottom 
of the spine “Beckford Hamilton Palace Sale 
Lot “. This sale ticket seldom survives. 

Seven sections of the text are referred to by 

Beckford; in all 36 lines of notes.

ref: 85591  £2,250
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5. TUCKEY, J[ames] K[ingston]. Narrative of an expedition to explore the River Zaire, usually called the 

Congo, in South Africa, in 1816, under the direction of Captain J.K. Tuckey, R.N. To which is added the 

journal of Professor Smith; some general observations on the country and its inhabitants; and an appendix: 

containing the natural history of that part of the kingdom of Congo through which Zaire flows.  

Murray, London, 1818.  First edition.  BECKFORD COPY WITH NOTES. 4to., lxxxii, 496pp., 2 
pages ads at end, folding map, 13 engraved plates, one coloured, light toning and foxing to plates as 
usual, original pink boards, morocco label, light wear, an excellent copy. Provenance: Pencil note 
states that this copy was lot 2749 in the 1883 Beckford sale; bookplate of Archibald Philip, Earl of 
Rosebery; later bookplate of John Ralph Willis. 

Gay 3059. 

William Beckford’s copy with 2 pages of pencil notes in manuscript at beginning, consisting of 43 lines.

The first scientific expedition to the River Congo. Although an excellent scientific geographer, Tuckey 

suffered from very poor health, and died aboard the Dorothy, the sister ship to the Congo, in 1816; his 

journals of this expedition were thus published posthumously. 

ref: 82619  £5,000
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Africa
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6. ADMIRALTY WAR STAFF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. A handbook of German East Africa.   

n.p. 1916  First edition. 8vo., 440pp, large folding coloured map at end, one full page map, 
numerous tables and diagrams, original blue cloth gilt, an excellent copy. Provenance: Royal 
Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

“This book is the property of H.M. Government. Its contents are not to be communicated either directly 

or indirectly to the Press, or to any any person not holding an official position in H.M. Service”. 

German East Africa covered the areas now known as Tanzania, Rwanda and Burindi. The Germans 

controlled this area from 1880’s to the First World War when the Allies took control. 

ref: 85007       £350

7. BAINES, Thomas. Explorations in 

South-West Africa. Being an account 

of a journey in the years 1861 and 1862 

from Walvisch Bay, on the western coast, 

to Lake Ngami and the Victoria Falls. 

Longman, Green, Longman, 
Roberts & Green. London 1864.   
First edition. 8vo., xiv, 535pp., 
errata slip, coloured lithograph 
frontispiece, 34 wood-engraved 
illustrations, 7 full-page,  3 folding 
maps,  original reddish-brown 
blind-stamped cloth gilt, a fine 
copy. 

Mendelssohn I, 69; Czech p9. 

The author, a well known artist and 

African explorer, had accompanied 

Livingstone part of the way on his 

Zambesi expedition in 1858 as the 

expedition’s official artist. This journey 

started in March in 1861 and in July 

Baines was joined by one of his friends, 

Mr J. Chapman. The narrative provides 

an interesting account of hunting 

and exploration in the country of the 

Namaquas and Damaras and there are 

also vivid descriptions of the customs 

and habits of the natives.

ref: 85015                                £2,250
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8. BURTON, Richard F. First footsteps In East Africa or, an exploration of Harar.  

Tylston and Edwards, London 1894.  Memorial edition. 2 volumes, 8vo.,  xxxv, 209; 276pp., 3 pages 
testimonials at end, four chromolithographs, map, text illustrations, original black  pictorial cloth 
gilt, a fine example. 

Penzer p63.  

Burton’s first expedition to Somalia, made in order to explore the forbidden city of Harrar (which he 

was the first European to reach). This was the first expedition on which he was accompanied by Speke. 

Although achieving their objective, the expedition was marred by the death of Lieut. Stroyan. Burton 

received his famous spear wound to the face during an attack by tribesmen on the beach at Berberah. His 

book caused a sensation.

ref: 84870  £650

9. BURTON, Richard Francis. Abeokuta and the Camaroons Mountains.  An Exploration. 

Tinsley, London 1863.  First edition, second issue, 2 volumes, 8vo., wood-engraved frontispiece, 
4 plates ( this issue omits the portrait of Burton as mentioned in Penzer and the folding map),  
modern brown morocco gilt. 

Penzer pp 70-71. 

An account of a journey, whilst on his first solo consular posting to Fernando Po, in search of gorillas 

and cannibal tribes, inspired  by reading Du Chaillu’s recently published book on equatorial Africa. The 

official pretext for the trip was to secure Britain’s influence on the seaboard of Yoruba, and to explore 

the mountains which Burton felt had possibilities as a convict station, a free African colony, or as a 

sanitorium. 

ref: 84293  £1,500
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10. BURTON, Richard Francis. The lake regions of central Africa. A picture of exploration.  

Longman, London 1860.  First edition, two volumes, 8vo., xviii, 412; viii, 468pp., twelve tinted 
woodcut plates, twenty-two woodcut illustrations in the text, folding tinted map, very light 
waterstain to preliminaries vol ii, ex-Mudie’s library with yellow labels, a very attractive copy. 

Penzer pp67-68. 

One of the most important Burton titles, considered by many to be his best piece of writing. Burton 

travelled with Speke on their second journey together in order to found the “Jebel Kumri”, or the 

“Mountains of the Moon.” They made a brief examination of Lake Tanganyika, but with failing health 

they were forced to return to Kazeh to recuperate. Following this, Burton sent Speke off by himself 

to investigate a large lake. Speke became convinced that this was the source of the Nile; a conclusion 

disputed by Burton which led to their falling out and, probably, Speke’s mysterious death. This work 

contains Burton’s first attack on Speke in print.

ref: 84860  £3,500
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11. CZECH, Kenneth P. An annotated bibliography 

of African big game hunting books ... 1785 to 1999. 

Trophy Room Books, Agoura 2011.  Second 
(enlarged) edition. 8vo., x, 313pp.,  2 colour 
illustrations, original cloth, pictorial dust-
wrapper. New. 

This edition almost doubles the number of entries 

from the 1999 edition, not only filling in a few gaps 

but extending the dateline from 1950 through to 

1999. An essential reference work.

ref:85539                                                 £55

12. FOTHERINGHAM, L. Monteith. Adventures 

in Nyasaland a two years’ struggle with Arab slave-

dealers in central Africa. 

Sampson Low, London 1891.  First edition. 
8vo., xv, 304pp., 32 pages ads dated October 
1890 at end, frontispiece portrait, illustrations, 
some full-page, original pictorial blue cloth 
gilt, lightly soiled, a very good example of a 
scarce book. 

Hogg 3522. 

Scarce account of the Karonga War 1887-1889.

ref: 84869                                               £850
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13. GRANT, James Augustus. A walk across Africa or domestic scenes from my Nile journal. 

Blackwood, Edinburgh and London 1864.  First edition. 8vo., xviii, 452pp., later half calf gilt, red 
morocco label, an excellent copy. 

Czech p66. 

One of the scarcer Nile accounts. 

“A monumental work of exploration, this represents Grant’s experiences travelling with John Hanning 

Speke from Zanzibar to the source of the Nile at Lake Victoria, naming Ripon Falls, then trekking down 

river to the Mediterranean Sea. There are numerous descriptions of the terrain and people, with sporting 

incidents throughout ...” - Czech.

ref: 85331                                        £1,850
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14. HARRIS, R[obert]. Photographic 

album of South African Scenery  

n.p., Port Elizabeth n.d. circa 1886.  
First edition. 4to., title page printed 
in blue, 110 actual photographs 
mounted on card (8 full-page, 
102 arranged 2 per page), printed 
captions, light foxing throughout 
mostly affecting card, photographs 
in good condition with good tonal 
range, original burgundy morocco 
gilt, rebacked, corners repaired. 

A fine series of photographs illustrating 

Cape Colony, Natal, Orange Free State, 

the Transvaal Republic, Diamond mining, 

Zulu life, etc.

ref: 84331                                   £2,500
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15. HARRIS, W. Cornwallis. Portraits of the game and wild 

animals of Southern Africa.  

William Pickering, London, 1840.  
First edition. Folio.  Lithographic title with hand-
coloured vignette, 30 hand-coloured plates by Frank 
Howard after Harris, 30 uncoloured vignettes, 
contemporary red half morocco gilt, a little light 
waterstain towards end not affecting plates, light 
marginal staining, plates clean and fresh, a very good 
copy. 

Abbey Travel 335; Mendelssohn I, p688; Nissen ZBI 1843; 

Schwerdt I, p231; Tooley 247.  

“One of the most important and valuable of the large folio 

works on South African fauna” (Mendelssohn). Captain 

Harris, an officer in the East India Company’s Bombay 

Engineers, was invalided to the Cape for two years from 

1835-1837. He set off on an extended hunting trip in 1836 

travelling from Port Elizabeth north to the Limpopo. An 

account of the expedition was published in Bombay in 1838 

and, encouraged by the generally favorable response (he 

was apparently accused of “lavish slaughter”), he published 

this work from sketches of the game met with on the trip.

ref: 84423                                                       £7,500
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16. LATROBE, Christian Ignatius Journal of a visit to South Africa in 1815, and 1816 with some account 

of the Missionary Settlements of the United Brethren, near the Cape of Good Hope. 

L.B.Seeley, London 1818.  First edition. 4to., Folding map, 16 etched and aquatint plates, of which 
12 hand-coloured, 2 pages ads at end, occasional trivial spotting and offsetting, original drab boards 
rebacked preserving original lettering piece, an excellent copy. 

Abbey Travel 325; Mendelssohn I, 866; Tooley 292; Prideaux p240. 

Prideaux describes this work as “a good specimen of the early literature on missionary effort, giving 

a sufficiently vivid record of personal experiences, native customs, and objects of natural interest that 

come under his notice ...”

The author was sent to South Africa by the United Brethren to assess possible locations for a new 

missionary station and to assist in the security of the existing stations at Groenekloof and Gnadendal. He 

travelled through a large part of the country right up to the Fish River and then returned to Cape Town 

by way of Plettenberg and Mossel Bays. 

ref: 85332  £4,000
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17. LICHTENSTEIN, Martin Heinrich Carl Travels in southern Africa, in the years 1803, 1804, 1805, and 

1806 ...Translated from the original German by Anne Plumtre 

Colburn, London 1812-1815  First English edition. 2 volumes, 4to., xii, 383, [xxvi] (appendix), 
[vi] (index); xiv, [ii] (ads), 368, [xxi] (appendices), [vii] (index) pp., stipple-engraved portrait 
frontispiece, folding engraved map (small tears to folds), 8 engraved plates (1 folding) by J. Swaine 
and others, original boards, worn, fold-over box. 

Mendelssohn I, 899. 

Lichtenstein arrived in Table Bay on 23 December 1802, employed as tutor to the son of the new 

Governor of the Cape Colony, General Janssens. The present work includes an account of Janssens’ 

travels to Kaffaria, and of subsequent journeys to the western and northern parts of the colony, with 

much information on natural history, and a narrative of the capture of the colony by the British.

ref: 85333  £2,500

18. MARKHAM, Clements R. A history of the Abyssinian Expedition.  

Macmillan, London 1869.  First edition, 8vo., xii, 434pp., 5 maps ( 4 folding), original green cloth 
gilt, slight trace of label removal to upper cover, an excellent copy. 

ref: 84866  £775

19. MOUNTENEY-JEPHSON A[rthur] J[ermy]. Emin Pasha and the rebellion at the Equator. A story of 

nine months’ experiences in the last of the Soudan provinces 

Scribner’s, New York 1890  First U.S. edition, 8vo., xxiv, 490 pp., frontispiece, twenty wood-
engraved plates, illustrations in the text, coloured folded map, facsimile of the Mahdi’s Letter, 
modern half morocco gilt, all edges gilt, an excellent copy. 

The author accompanied Stanley on his expedition to rescue Emin Pasha, the German-born Eduard 

Schnitzer, who had succeeded Gordon as governor of Equatoria in Southern Soudan but in 1885 had 

been caught up in the Mahdist uprising.

ref: 84784  £575

20. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. A handbook of Kenya Colony (British East Africa) and 

the Kenya Protectorate (Protectorate of Zanzibar). 

n.p. 1920.  First edition. 8vo., 680pp, large folding map, original blue cloth gilt, an excellent copy. 
Provenance: Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person not holding an official position 

in H. M. Services.

ref: 85005  £550
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21. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. A handbook of Libya.  

[1917].  First edition. 8vo., 628pp., 24 plans, 5 maps (3 large folding), original blue cloth gilt, an 
excellent copy. Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person not holding an official position 

in H. M. Services.

ref: 84969  £575

22. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. Handbook of the Uganda Protectorate.  

n.p. [1920]  First edition. 8vo., viii, 448pp, folding map at rear, original dark blue cloth gilt, an 
excellent copy. Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

“This book is the property of H.M. Government. Its contents are not to be communicated either directly 

or indirectly to the Press, or to any any person not holding an official position in H.M. Service”. 

ref: 85008  £250
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23. OLIVER, Pasfield (translator & editor). The voyages made by the Sieur D. B. to the islands Dauphine 

or Madagascar & Bourbon or Mascarennne in the years 1669. 70. 71 & 72. 

Nutt, London 1897.  First edition. 8vo., xxxv, 160pp., 2 folding maps, illustrations (some full-page), 
original blue cloth gilt, a very good copy. 

Scarce. Published as a supplement to Hakluyt Society numbers LXXXII & LXXXIII (Voyage of Francois 

Leguat). The author’s real name was Dubois.

ref: 84355  £450

24. PARK, Mungo. Proposals for publishing by 

subscription, under the patronage of The African 

Association, Travels in the Interior Parts of Africa by way 

of the River Gambia, performed in the years 1795, 1796,, 

and 1797, by the direction, and at the expense of that 

Association. 

June 4th, 1798  1 sheet  (29.5 x 21 cm) printed 
on recto only setting out the conditions for 
subscription. 

Not traced in ESTC. A fine piece of ephemera 

concerning one of the most important and famous 

African expeditions.

ref: 85565                                                      £500

25. PITT RIVERS, Lieutenant-Colonel. Antique works 

of art from Benin, collected by Lieutenant-General Pitt 

Rivers. 

Printed privately, 1900.  First edition. 4to., iv, 
100pp., 50 photographic plates, original blue cloth 
gilt, top edge gilt, a fine copy. 

ref: 85240                                                      £350
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26. POWELL-COTTON, Percy Horace Gordon. A sporting trip through Abyssinia  a narrative of a nine 

months’ journey from the plains of the Hawash to the snows of Simien, with a description of the game, from 

elephant to ibex, and notes on the manners and customs of the natives. 

Rowland Ward, London 1902  First edition. 8vo., xxxiii, 532pp.,  8 pages ads at end, frontispiece, 91 
illustrations  map in pocket at rear, contemporary dark blue half morocco gilt by Worsfold, spine in 
six compartments, gilt lettered direct to second and third, others richly gilt, raised bands, marbled 
boards, to pledge gilt, a fine copy. 

Czech, p135. 

“Excellent narrative of sport and exploration in the Abyssinian hinterland.” (Czech).

ref: 84867                                            £1,250
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27. SCHWEINFURTH, Georg. The heart of 

Africa. Three years’ travels and adventures in the 

unexplored regions of Central Africa. From 1868 

to 1871. 

Sampson Low, London 1873.  First English 
edition. 2 volumes, 8vo., viii, 559; x, 521pp., 
2 frontispieces, 2 maps (1 folding), 24 
full-page plates (1 in colour), numerous 
text illustrations throughout, original 
green pictorial cloth gilt, neat repairs to 
extremities, an excellent set. 

Gay 2568; Czech p144.  

The German botanist, Schweinfurth had made a 

previous expedition to Africa in 1863-66, when 

he explored the Red Sea coast, Abyssinia, and up 

the Nile to Khartoum. This second expedition 

saw him investigating the hydrology of the Bhar 

el Ghazal and the forests of the Nile-Congo/Zaire 

divide. “A true classic of African exploration.” - 

Czech.

ref: 84313                                             £975

28. SIMPSON, William. A private journal 

kept during the Niger Expedition, from the 

commencement in May, 1841, until the recall of 

the expedition in June, 1842. 

Shaw, London, 1843.  First edition. 8vo., 
xii, 139pp., original plum cloth gilt, 
blindstamped borders and centre-pieces to 
covers, light fade to spine, a very good copy 
of a scarce book. Provenance: Bath reference 
Library with small blindstamp to title and 
occasionally elsewhere. 

Simpson joined the ill-fated expedition to 

observe the negotiations with the Nigerian chiefs 

to abolish slavery.

ref: 84668                                             £650
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29. STANLEY, Henry Morton. How I found Livingstone.  Travels, adventures, and discoveries in Central 

Africa; including four months’ residence with Dr. Livingstone. 

Sampson Low, London 1872.  First edition. 8vo., xxiii, 736pp., 6 maps (1 large folding (tear repaired), 
3 other folding, 1 full-page, 1 in text), mounted photograph frontispiece of Stanley, numerous full-
page and other illustrations, original brown pictorial cloth gilt, a fine copy. 

Czech p152 (U.S. edition). 

“One of the most famous books in the broad spectrum of African exploration, this title acquainted many 

a nineteenth-century reader with the wonders of the Dark Continent.” -Czech.

ref: 85012                                            £2,250
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Deluxe edition of Stanley

30. STANLEY, Henry Morton. In Darkest Africa or the quest, rescue, and retreat of Emin Governor of 

Equatoria. 

Scribner’s, New York 1890.  
First edition, EDITION DE LUXE, LIMITED TO 250 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY STANLEY, 
2 volumes, demy 4to., illustrated with  6 etchings and 150 woodcut illustrations and maps including 
2 very large folding maps, original three-quarter dark morocco over vellum gilt boards, top edges 
gilt, others uncut, spine lightly rubbed, light soiling to vellum covers. 

The finest edition of Stanley’s remarkable account of his expedition from the East Coast through the 

heart of Africa to the land of the Nile. This expedition was originally intended as a rescue mission for 

Emin Pasha after Khartoum fell into the hands of the Mahdists and General Gordon was killed. This 

edition has extra illustrations not present in the trade edition.

ref: 85563  £7,000
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31. THOMPSON, George Travels and adventures in Southern Africa ... Comprising a view of the present 

state of the Cape Colony. With observations on the progress and prospects of British emigrants. 

Henry Colburn, London 1827  First edition. 4to., illustrated with 20 aquatint plates (1 folding),  3 
folding lithographed maps and plans, 17 wood-engraved vignettes, contemporary calf gilt, rebacked 
preserving spine, red morocco label, light foxing, an excellent copy. 

Mendelssohn II, 493-494; Gay 3058; Abbey Travel 330 (2nd edition). 

“This valuable work was written by a Cape Town merchant who resided in South Africa for many 

years, and who had travelled throughout the greater part of the Cape Colony and a considerable part of 

Bechuanaland ... In 1823 and 1824 he proceeded to the Orange River and Bechuanaland, and his account 

of these regions is recognised as the most important description of this part of the continent published 

in the early part of the nineteenth century” (Mendelssohn).

ref: 85334  £3,000
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32. WADDINGTON, George; Rev. Barnard Hanbury. Journal of a visit to some parts of Ethiopia.  

John Murray, London  1822.  First edition. 4to., vi, 333pp., 16 lithographed plates, one folding, 2 
engraved folding maps, light spotting to plates, contemporary half calf gilt, red morocco label, neatly 
rebacked preserving spine, marbled sides and edges, slight edge wear, light marginal waterstaining, 
a very good copy. 

Abbey Travel 289; Hilmy II, 134; Gay 2693. 

The account of a journey from Wady Halfa to Merawe and back. Apart from scenes of native life, the 

illustrations include a view of the pyramids at El Bellal, the Castle of Koke and figures of Bacchus at Djebel el 

Berkel etc.

ref: 84868                                      £1,250
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Asia
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33. BARROW, John. A voyage to Cochinchina, in the years 1792 and 1793:  containing a general view of 

the valuable productions and the political importance of this flourishing kingdom; and also of such European 

settlements as were visited on the voyage: with sketches of the manners, character, and condition of their 

several inhabitants. To which is annexed an account of a journey, made in the years 1801 and 1802, to the 

residence of the chief of the Booshuana nation, being the remotest point in the interior of Southern Africa to 

which Europeans have hitherto penetrated. The facts and descriptions taken from a manuscript journal with 

a chart of the route. 

Cadell and Davies, London 1806.  First edition. 4to., xviii. 447pp., 2 folding maps, 19 hand-coloured 
aquatint plates after W. Alexander and S. Daniell, including three of Africa and three of Rio de 
Janeiro, two folding, usual offsetting to folding plate of Rio de Janeiro, light marginal staining at 
beginning,  modern half calf gilt, 

Abbey Travel 514; Cordier Sinica 2388-9; Cordier Indosinica 2424; Hill 66; Bastin & Brommer 57. 

“This is the first illustrated English work on what was then Cochin China and is now known as Vietnam. 

The voyage visited Madeira, the Canary Islands, and Rio de Janeiro; a description of that city and of 

Brazil in general is given. Touching at Tristan da Cunha, the ship rounded the Cape and eventually 

reached Cochin China via Batavia on Java. The volume is also of Cook interest as it describes finding 

Captain Cook’s “Resolution” transformed into a smuggling whaler under the French flag. The 

supplementary article covers an overland expedition from Cape Town to the interior of South Africa ... 

[it] is accompanied by a fine map of the country and four beautiful aquatints from drawings by Samuel 

Daniell.”  (Hill).

ref: 84451  £3,000
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34. Bell, Evans. The Annexation of the Punjaub, and the Maharajah Duleep Singh 

Trubner, London 1882.  First edition. 8vo., 108pp., original reddish-brown blindstamped cloth gilt, 
a fine copy. Scarce. 

ref: 85110                                                          £450

35. BONAPARTE, Prince Roland. Documents de l’epoque mongole des XIII et XIV siecles.  

Paris, 1895.  Folio (56 x 38 cm). [2], ii, 5 p., 15 collotype plates (3 double), pages and plates uncut, 
all plates loose as issued; three leaves browned on one side.
Original publisher’s green cloth portfolio with gilt lettering and decorations, marbled pastedown; 
very light scratches.    

Fine and attractive portfolio with plates reproducing Mongolian documents of the Middle Ages. 

Translations of the Chinese, Tibetan, Uighur and Mongol portions of the Kiu-Yong Koan gate inscriptions 

near Beijing had been presented in the previous year (1894) at the International Congress of Orientalists. 

Much of the text remained unread or poorly understood and Henri Cordier, amongst others, prevailed 

upon Roland Bonaparte, who had attended the Congress, to make the texts more widely available. The 

Prince (1858-1924) printed the work as a gift, including on the half-title “De la part de l’Auteur-10 

Avenue d’Iena”. The plates include illustrations of the two famous letters written to Phillipe le Bel by 

two Mongol Il-Khans of Persia, Arghun and Oljeitu, offering an alliance to recapture Jerusalem from 

the Mamluks.

ref: 85306  £250
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36. CRAWFURD, John. Journal of an Embassy from the Governor-General of India to the court of Ava ... 

with an appendix, containing a description of fossil remains by Professor Buckland and Mr. Clift. 

Colburn, London 1834.  Second edition, 2 volumes, 8vo., x, 541; viii, 319, [1], 163pp., large folding 
map, 2 plans (1 folding), 6 aquatint plates (4 folding), 5 vignettes in text, occasional light spotting, 
contemporary red morocco gilt, covers decorated in gilt, gilt lettered direct, raised bands, all edges 
gilt, lightly rubbed. Provenance: Eton leaving present March 1842: “William Earle Welby from his 
friend Guernsey”. 

John Crawfurd, 1783-1868, took a medical appointment in India, and served for five years with the army 

in the North-west Provinces. At the end of that time he was transferred to Penang, where he acquired 

an extensive  knowledge of the language and the people. In 1811, he went on  the expedition which 

ended in the conquest of Java. During the occupation of Java, i.e. from 1811 to 1817, Crawfurd filled 

some of the principal civil and political posts on the island; and it was only on the restoration of the 

territory to the Dutch that he resigned office and returned to England. In the he wrote a ‘History of the 

Indian Archipelago,’ 1820. Having completed this work he returned to India, only, however, to leave it 

again immediately for the courts of Siam and Cochin China, to which he was accredited as envoy by the 

Marquis of Hastings. This mission he carried through with complete success, and on the retirement of 

Sir Stamford Raffles from the government of Singapore in 1823, he was appointed to administer that 

settlement. One of the most important books on the region.

ref: 80938  £1,350
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37. [EAST INDIA COMPANY]. The Law relating to India, and the East-India Company; with notes and 

an appendix. 

Allen, London 1841.  Second edition. 4to., viii, 758pp., old stamp to title and first and last leaves, 
contemporary half calf, rebacked and recornered, old labels preserved. 

ref: 84678  £450

38. EDWARDES, Herbert B. A year on the Punjab Frontier in 1848-49.  

Richard Bentley, London 1851  Second edition. Two volumes, 8vo., xxii, 511; xi, 609pp., 2 
frontispiece (1 chromolithograph), large folding linen-backed map, 2 folding plan, 3 engraved 
views (1 folding), 2 chromolithograph costume plates, 1 folding facsimile, contemporary brown 
morocco gilt, all edges gilt, gilt arms to upper covers, an excellent set.  Provenance: Royal Arillery 
Institution (armorial bookplates). 

ref: 85111  £1,250

39. ELLIOTT, Robert, illustrator; Emma Roberts. Views in India. China, and on the shores of the Red Sea. 

Fisher, London n.d. circa 1835.  First edition. 2 volumes, 4to., 2 frontispieces (1 a Baxter colour-
print), 2 additional engraved title pages with pictorial vignettes, 60 engraved plates, very slight 
foxing to a couple of plates, original red morocco-backed moire boards, all edges gilt, a fine set. 

ref: 84592  £750

Item 38
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Sammelband with 6 works in German

40. GUERREIRO, Fernão, and Matteo RICCI. Historischer Bericht, was sich in dem grossen / und nun 

je lenger je mehr bekandten Königreich China / in verkündigung dess H. Evangelii und fortfplantzung des 

Catholischen Glaubens / von 1604. und volgenden Jaren / denckwürdigs zugetragen.  Auss Portugiesischen zu 

Lisabona gedruckten Exemplaren ins Teutsch gebracht [BOUND WITH:] Indianische Newe Relation / Erster 

theil.  Was sich in der Goanischen Provintz / und in der Mission Monomatapa / Mogor / auch in der Provintz 

Cochin / Malabaria / China / Pegu unnd Maluco / so wol in Geistlichen als Weltlichen Sachen / vom 1607. 1608. 

und folgenden zugetragen … nochmals auss dem zu Lissbona getruckten Exemplaren ins Teutsch gebracht. 

Augsburg, Chrysostom Dabertzhofer, 1611-14.  First German editions, two works in one vol. (three 
further, unrelated works bound in at end), 4to, pp. [viii], 131; [vii], 111; the first work with title 
printed in red and black; fine copies in contemporary blind-stamped pigskin over wooden boards; 
two clasps; from the Jesuit College, Fulda, with contemporary inscription on title. 

I. Cordier II 805; Sommervogel III 1914 4; OCLC records a single copy in the UK, at the British Library, 

and no US locations.

II. Cordier II 807; Sommervogel III 1914-1915 5; OCLC records no copies in the UK and a single US 

location, at the New York Public Library. 

‘Missionary letters flowed into Europe at the beginning of the seventeenth century, where they were often 

published separately or as parts of larger compendia.  The Portuguese Jesuits continued to dominate this 

channel of information.  The Spanish Franciscans, Augustinians, and Dominicans, however, began to 

publish an increasing number of accounts of their activities in the East, especially about their problems 

in Japan and the Philippines.  In contrast, the Jesuit letters published in Iberia during the first decade 

of the seventeenth century concentrate on the stunning victories of the Society in India, China, and 

Southeast Asia rather than on the setbacks being experienced in Japan.

‘In Europe the Jesuits celebrated their victories in Asia with the publication around the turn of the 

century of a whole series of volumes lauding the life of Xavier and his achievements in the East.  In 

Portugal the Jesuit Fernão Guerreiro (1550-1617), superior of the House of the Professed in Lisbon, 

compiled a five volume Relaçam based on letters received from the Jesuits in the overseas world, 

especially Asia.  Published in 1603, 1605, 1607, 1609, and 1611, these volumes follow closely the Jesuit 

successes in India, China, Japan, and the East Indies.  The first of Guerreiro’s volumes was translated into 

Spanish by the Jesuit António Colaço (1568-1647) and published at Valladolid in 1604; its section on 

China was translated into German as Historischer Bericht … (Augsburg, 1611).  The final volume was 

translated into Spanish by Dr. Christoval Suárez de Figueroa and published at Madrid in 1613 or 1614, 

and a partial translation from Portuguese into German was published as Indianische newe Relation 

(Augsburg) in 1614.  Both German translations were by Chrysostom Dabertzhofer’ (Lach, Asia in the 

Making of Europe III, pp. 315-316).

Bound with are four further tracts, all printed in 1614, one an account of a colloquium on matters of 

faith between the Earl of Vademont and the Margrave of Baden, the second with two funeral orations on 

Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain, the third a copy of a letter by Pfalzgrave Wolfgang Wilhelm relating 

to his conversion to Catholicism, the fourth another anti-Protestant publication.

VERY RARE, OF TWO OF GUERREIRO’S IMPORTANT PUBLICATIONS ON CHINA AND SOUTH 

EAST ASIA, THE FIRST OF WHICH INCLUDES THE TRANSLATION OF AN ANNUAL LETTER BY 

MATTEO RICCI.

ref: 84433  £9,500
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2 works in 1 volume

41. HODGES, William. Travels in India during the years 1780, 1781, 1782, & 1783. [WITH] Maria 

Graham, Journal of a residence in India. 

London 1793 & 1813.  First edition of first work, second edition of second work, 2 volumes in 1,  
4to, I. 14 copper-engraved plates, folding coloured map at rear; II. hand-coloured frontispiece, 14 
etched plates, contemporary half calf rebacked preserving spine, marbled boards, scattered light 
foxing, a very good copy. 

Brunet, IV, p.242.  

ref: 85115  £1,250

42. [HONG KONG]. [Tour along the Gorges together with two photograph albums] 

1897-1912.  Two photograph albums, one landscape 4to (37 x 28 cm), one 8vo (25.5 x 20 cm), 
the first with over 500 photographs, typical size 9 x 6 cm including 243 of Far Eastern interest, 
including Singapore, Manila, Hong Kong, the Gorges) each photograph captioned below the image  
in ink; the smaller album with 48 photographs of  the Gorges captioned on a separate sheet of 
paper; together with 2 notebooks containing over 80 pages recounting a journey along the Gorges. 

A fine collection of photographs recording the early days of Hong Kong.

This anonymous archive seems to have been put together by a naval medical officer (the notebooks are 

sick mess account books and the photographs contain portraits of hospital workers) who arrived in 

Hong kong shortly before the acquisition by the British of the New Territories in 1898. The photographs 

of Hong Kong include many views of Stanley.

The notebooks relate the 

officer’s journey from Tchang 

to Chongqing  between Januay 

21st and 7th March 1900 

providing a vivid account of 

the scenery and peoples en 

route.

ref: 85562                     £7,500
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43. [Indo- China]. Viaggio Indo-China dal Dicemb. 90 all’a Aprilo 91. 

1891.  Landscape album 33 x 48cm containing 31 watercolour coastal profiles mounted on thick 
card, captioned in ink, various sizes typically ranging from 12 x 38 cm. to 16 x 25 cm, modern red 
half morocco gilt. 

The profiles include Straits of Malacca, Manilla, Malabar, Penang, and Singapore (2). 

ref: 85119  £4,500

44. LE COMTE, Lewis. Memoirs and remarks  geographical, historical, topographical, physical, natural, 

astronomical, mechanical, military, mercantile, political, and ecclesiastical. Made in above ten years travels 

through the empire of China: particularly, upon their pottery and varnishing, silk and other manufactures, 

pearl-fishing, the history of plants and animals, with a description of their cities and public works, number 

of people, manners, language and customs, coin and commerce, their habits, economy, and government, the 

philosophy of the famous Confucius. With many curious particulars; being, in general, the most authentic 

account of that country. 

Printed by J. Hughes for Oliver Payne, London 1737.  8vo, viii, 536pp.,  engraved frontispiece, 2 
folding engraved plates, engraved map in text, folding table, contemporary sprinkled calf, morocco 
lettering piece, light wear to extremities, short splits to joints. 

Cordier 41; Lust 52; Morrison I, 430. 

Le Comte was a Jesuit who was sent to China as a mathematician in 1685. His account was first published 

in French in 1696 with an English edition following in 1697. The narrative takes the form of 14 letters 

written to dignitaries at home.

ref: 84523  £850
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Item 43
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45. MASON, George Henry. The Costume 

of China, illustrated by sixty engravings: with 

explanations in English and French. 

W. Miller, London 1831.  Folio. 60 full 
page hand coloured engraved plates by 
Dadley after Pu-Qua, contemporary 
blue morocco gilt, rebacked preserving 
spine. 

China on Paper, 12; Abbey Travel 533; Colas 

2009; Cordier 1858; Hardie p151; Lipperheide 

1520; Prideaux p317; Tooley 320. 

Mason, an officer in the Herefordshire 

regiment, stayed in Canton for several 

months in or around 1790. The drawings of 

the various craftsman depicted in the book 

were purportedly made by the Chinese export 

artist, Pu-Qua.

ref: 85462                                       £3,000
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Inscribed to a Thai Prince

46. MAXIMOV, S[ergey] and Nikolay KARAZIN (artist).  Po Dalnemu Vostoku. Putevie zametki 

[Through the Far East. Travel Notes].  

Goppe, Skt.Peterburg, 1899.  Octavo (19 x 13 cm). Title, dedication leaf, 204 pp., [2], 14 plates. 
Contemporary half calf over marbled boards, red label with gilt lettering to spine; spine worn with 
a chip to foot.
Provenance: Prince Chakrabongse Bhuvanadh, Prince of Phitsanulok (Thailand; inscription on 
title and gilt lettering to spine foot).

Uncommon lovely work of uncommon provenance: given by Maximov to the Thai Prince Chakrabongse, 

with the large inscription on the title reading  ‘Ego Korolevskomu Vysochestvu Printsu Chakrabonu ot 

avtora, Leybgvardii Semenovskogo polka Poruchika Maximov. 29 dekabrya 1899 g. Peterburg’ [To Its 

Royal Highness Prince Chakrabon from  the author, Maximov, Lieut. of the Semenovskiy Regiment].  

Prince Chakrabongse was sent to St. Petersburg in late 1890s to study at a Page Corps and where he 

was likely to meet Maximov. A commissioned ethnographer, Maximov describes his adventures and 

impressions of the Far East, including China, Japan and India. The work is illustrated by Karazin in its 

representative manner, incorporating his sketches to the design of the page. 

ref: 85264  £500
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47. MORTON-CAMERON, W. H; Walter Feldwick. Present day impressions of the Far East and prominent 

& progressive Chinese at home and abroad.  The history, people, commerce, industries and resources of 

China, Hong Kong, Indo-China, Malaya and Netherlands India.  

The Globe Encyclopedia, Chicago 1917.  First edition. Large 4to., 1211pp., four maps, 17 colour 
plates, numerous photographic illustrations, original tan morocco gilt, all edges gilt, neatly 
rebacked prerving spine, corners bumped, a very good copy. 

Includes sections on Hongkong, Macao, Peking, Shanghai and Singapore.

ref: 85199  £3,000

48. NOLAN, E. H. The history of the British Empire in India and the East.  

James S. Virtue, London, [ca. 1878].  3 volumes, 4to., 8 double-page engraved maps, 64 engraved 
plates, many after Daniell and Allom, finely bound in later green half morocco gilt, top edges gilt, 
a very handsome set. 

This work constitutes one of the most complete accounts of English power and progress in India and 

contiguous countries.

ref: 84677  £875

49. SCOTT,  James George.  Burma as It was, as It is, and as It will be.  

George Redway, London  1886.   First edition. 8vo (20 x 14 cms), pp. vi, 184, ink writing inside, 
spotting on endpapers and to fore-edge, original brown cloth, spine gilt lettered; a good copy.  

Chapters on history and the “Burmese Kings”.

ref: 62328  £150

50. STAUNTON, Sir George Leonhard. An authentic account of an Embassy  from the King of Great 

Britain to the Emperor of China[...] with notices of Tristan d’Acuna, Amsterdam, Java, Sumatra, Cochin-

China. Taken chiefly from the papers of His Excellency the Earl of Macartney. 

G. Nicol, London, 1797.  Three volumes comprising 2 volumes 4to., text and 1 volume atlas folio. 
With 2 engraved frontispieces to text volumes and a plate; atlas with  44 engraved maps and plans, 
and plates (7 folding, these linen-backed); text volumes contemporary calf, atlas uniform half calf, 
red morocco label to upper cover, light rubbed along joints, short split to upper joint of atlas, a fine 
fresh set. Provenance: Northern Light Board with gilt stamp to spines. 

Cordier, Sinica, 2381-83; Hill 1628; Lust 545 & 547. 

Staunton’s work continues in the tradition of illustrated accounts of Embassies by Nieuhof and Dapper. 

Although Macartney’s Embassy failed in its aim to establish direct trade links with China, it did generate 

enormous interest at home and roughly fifteen editions of Staunton’s ‘Authentic Account’ were printed 
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within the next 35 years. It provides a solid eye-witness account of China in general, but most particularly 

life at the Imperial court. “Apart from its Chinese importance, it is of considerable interest owing to the 

descriptions of the various places visited en route” (Hill).

The atlas includes  plates of the Yuan-ming-yuan gardens at Peking as well as the Imperial summer 

residence at Yehol. The engravings were executed after sketches by William Alexander.

ref: 85520  £15,000
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51. STAUNTON, Sir George Thomas. Narrative of the Chinese embassy to the Khan of the Tourgouth 

Tartars, in the years 1712, 13, 14, & 15; by the Chinese ambassador, and published, by the Emperor’s 

authority, at Pekin. Translated from the Chinese by ... 

Murray, London 1821.  First edition. 8vo., xxxix, 330pp., front free endpaper inscribed “from the 
author”, folding map by John Walker hand-coloured in outline, offsetting to title, occasional light 
spotting, original drab boards, 

Cordier, Sinica, 637; Lust 495. 

Translation of the travel notes of a Chinese envoy, Tulisen, to the Torghuts, Mongol nomads who had 

emigrated to the lower Volga Valley. Tulisen was expected to look into their situation, and to size up 

their Russian suzerains.

ref: 84587  £1,350

52. SYMES, Michael. An account of an embassy to the Kingdom of Ava,  sent by the Governor-General of 

India, in the year 1795. 

W. Bulmer, London 1800  First edition. LARGE PAPER COPY, folio  (34 x 27 cm), xxiii, [i], 503, [i]
(directions to binder)pp., 2 large engraved folding maps by Walker after Dalrymple and Woods, 26 
engraved plates by Medland, Vincent, and MacKenzie after Singey Bey and others,  light spotting 
and offsetting,  complete with half-title, contemporary russia gilt, all edges gilt, neat repairs to 
joints. Provenance: Signet Library, gilt armorial to upper cover. 

Cox I, 309.  

One of the earliest detailed 

accounts of Burma written 

in English. Symes joined the 

Bengal Army of the East India 

Company in 1780, rising 

rapidly to captain. In 1795 

John Shore, the Governor-

General sent Symes to the 

court of King Bodawpaya of 

Burma to ascertain the extent 

of French influence there. This 

turned out to be quite limited 

and Symes was able to make 

some commercial agreements 

which resulted in his mission 

being considered a great 

success. The book is notable 

for containing a survey of the 

lower River Irrawaddy, and 

the first reliable chart of it.

ref: 82602                     £2,500
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53. TIMKOWSKI, George. Travels of the Russian mission through Mongolia to China, and residence in 

Peking, in the years 1820-1821 [...] with corrections and notes by Julius von Klaproth. 

Longman, London, 1827.  First English edition. 2 volumes 8vo. ix, 468; iv, 496pp., lithograph 
frontispiece, folding plan, large folding map, later boards, paper labels, a little spotted. Provenance: 
Charles Freeling (armorial bookplate). 

Cordier 2474; Lust 550. 

ref: 84752  £900

54. W.L.H. SKEEN & Co and SCOWEN & Co. Erinnerungen an Ceylon  

[c.1880].  Oblong folio (320 by 460mm). Fifty-two albumen prints (210 x 260mm), good tonal range, 
some with foxing, photographer’s credit to many of the prints, contemporary brown morocco gilt. 

ref: 82019  £7,500
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Item 54
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Item 54
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55. WATHEN, James. Journal of a voyage, in 1811 and 1812 to Madras and China; returning by the Cape 

of Good Hope and St Helena; in the H.C.S. the Hope, Capt. James Pendergrass. 

For J. Nichols, London 1814  First edition. 4to., xx, 246pp., 24 hand-coloured aquatint plates by J. 
Clark after Wathen, untrimmed in contemporary grey boards, printed label on spine. 

Abbey Travel 517; Cordier, Sinica 2107 

In 1811, James Wathen decided to accompany Captain James Pendergrass on a voyage to India and 

China. They visited Penang, Canton, Macao, Madras and the Cape of Good Hope. The attractive plates 

are from Wathen’s own drawings. “His narrative is lively and his account of eastern life is minute and 

interesting” (DNB).

ref: 85062  £6,500
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56. WHEELER, J. Talboys. The History of the Imperial Assemblage at Delhi,  held on the lst January, 1877 

to celebrate the assumption of the title Empress of India by Her Majesty the Queen. 

Longmans, Green, etc, London 1877.  First edition. 4to, 248pp., illustrated with twenty-six mounted 
woodburytype photos,  double page folding coloured map of India, single page coloured map of 
country around Delhi, double page coloured plate of the Assemblage, colour plate of the special 
gold medal, plate of the banner given to princes, original blue cloth gilt, all edges gilt, armorial 
bookplate of Kensington & Chelsea Library. 

ref: 85405  £3,500
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57. WILSON, Horace Hayman. Narrative of the Burmese War, in 1824-26, as originally compiled from 

official documents ... 

Allen, London 1852.  First  edition. 8vo., viii, 290pp., page of ads at end, large folding map in 
pocket at rear, original fine-ribbed orange-brown cloth gilt, gilt decorations to spine, blindstamped 
arabesque to covers, corners bumped, an excellent copy. 

Scarce work by the eminent Sanskrit scholar and librarian for the East India Company.

ref: 79251  £850

58. WINSTON, W.R. Four years in Upper Burma  

Kelly, London 1892  First edition. 8vo., xii, 266pp., 10 pages of ads at end, frontispiece, folding 
colour map, numerous full-page photographic illustrations, text vignettes, spotting to frontispiece 
and title, original green cloth gilt, gilt pictorial vignette to upper cover, lightly worn and soiled, a 
very good copy. 

ref: 71955  £165

59. YVAN, Dr. [Melchior]. Six months among the Malays;  and a year in China. 

Blackwood, London 1855.  First edition in English, small 8vo., iv, 368pp., 4 pages ads at end, 
frontispiece and 5 wood-engraved plates, spotting to title and contents leaf, original red cloth 
gilt, pictoria lgilt device to upper cover, short splits to joints, light wear, all edges gilt, a very good 
copy. Provenance: Prize inscription date 1859 to front free endpaper; H. F. Deshon (bookplate); H. 
Hamilto Beamish (bookplate). 

Cordier IndoSinica 1465. 

ref: 85112  £275
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Confidential report

60. [AFGHANISTAN]. Military report on Afghanistan Part 1 [III]. history, geography, ethnography, 

resources, armed forces, forts and fortified posts, administration.General Staff, India. [Maps]. 

Superintendent Government Printing India, 
Calcutta, 1914.  2 volumes, 8vo., xxxi, 427, xxxi pp., 
text volume with 44 plates, comprising photographic 
illustrations and folding maps  numbered 1-43, 
with 42a,  31 tables and plans (most folding); 4 very 
large folding maps in separate map case, original 
paper-backed printed boards, title to upper cover, 
lightly soiled. 

Rare. Parts 1 & 3 (serial No. 802, catalogue no. A-125)) 

of a confidential report “the property of the government 

of India, and is intended for the personal information of the individual to whom issued, who is personally 

responsible for its safe custody. The  contents are to be disclosed only to authorised persons”.

Part 2, not present, consists of a lengthy chapter on communications with continuous pagination from 

the first part.

ref: 84692  £1,500
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61. AINSWORTH, William Francis Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldæa; forming part of the 

labours of the Euphrates Expedition. 

Parker, London 1838  First edition. 8vo., 343pp., 16 pages ads dated September 1838 at end,  
lithograph frontispiece (foxed), title-page vignette, folding map, 3 large folding hand-coloured 
geological sections, 2 vignettes in text, foxing to title, coriginal blindstamped blue cloth gilt, small 
chip to head of spine, a very good copy. 

Atabey 10.  

Ainsworth was the surgeon and geologist on the Euphrates expedition. This account of the geological 

work of the expedition is dedicated to the leader, Francis Chesney.

ref: 84833  £1,350

62. BADDELEY, John F. The Russian Conquest of the 

Caucasus.  

Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1908.  
8vo (17.5 x 25.5 cm). Portrait frontispiece 
protected by tissue guard, xxxviii incl. half-
title, title, preface, table of contents, list of 
illustrations and introduction, 518, 2 pp. ads 
at the end, with five folding coloured maps, 
two plans and 13 plates, mainly portraits; light 
occasional spotting; traces of erased stamp.
Original publisher’s green cloth, flat spine 
lettered in gilt. 

Ghani 25. 

Fine copy of the first edition. A history of the expansion 

of  Russia in the Caucasus and its subjugation of the 

region in the first 70 years of the nineteenth century. 

The author concentrates on the struggle for and 

against domination in the Eastern Caucasus. He had 

travelled and lived extensively amongst the people in 

the area.

ref: 81814                                                  £950
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63. BARTLETT, W.H., illustrator, Henry Stebbing. The Christian in Palestine; or, scenes of sacred history, 

historical and descriptive. 

Virtue, London, [ca. 1850].  4to, additional engraved title, engraved map, 77 engraved plates including 
double-page plate of Jerusalem, original green morocco-backed green blind-stamped cloth gitl, spine 
with large gilt pictorial vignettes, cover with large gilt pictorial vignette, all edges gilt, a little light 
foxing at beginning and end, just a couple of plates more heavily foxed, generally a fine copy. 

ref: 84590  £575
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64. BELL, John. Travels from St. Petersburg in Russia, to Diverse Parts of Asia.  

Foulis, Glasgow, 1763.  2 volumes 4to (24.5 x 19.5 cm). xvii incl. title, dedication, subscribers list 
and preface, [2] table of contents, 357, [2] ads; title, 426, [1] pp., with an engraved folding map; 
short closed marginal tear to map and a leaf in vol. 2.
Contemporary speckled calf, gilt borders to covers, spines with raised bands gilt in compartments, 
red and black morocco labels lettered in gilt; lightly rubbed, spine ends of vol. 1 a little chipped. 
Provenance: Thomas Munro (armorial bookplate to upper pastedowns with motto ‘Dread God’); 
Ian Grey (booklabel to upper pastedowns and inscription to title). 

Ghani 35; Blackmer 111; Cordier Sinica 2093. 

Fine, attractive copy of the first edition, with an engraved 

map showing the route taken between Moscow and 

Peking with ‘the north front of Pekin’ in a decorative 

inset.

In 1715, the Tsar sent one Volynaskiy as his ambassador 

to the court of Shah Soltan Hossein. Bell (1691-1780) 

was a young Scottish adventurer with some medical 

and surgical training, who was appointed, on the 

recommendation of friends with whom he was staying 

in Russia, as the doctor to the embassy. The book - the 

author’s only one - was written years later from journals 

kept at the time, when Bell was about 70 years old. The 

second volume contains other accounts of embassies to 

Peking (‘Journal of the Residence of Mr de Lange [...] at 

the Court of Pekin’), Derbent (Persia, ‘with the army of 

Russia’) and Constantinople.

“Printed  by Robert and Andrew Foulis of Glasgow 

whose beautiful font enhances the value of the book” 

(DNB).

ref: 82969                                                £2,750
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65. BUCKINGHAM, James Silk. Travels in Assyria, Media, and Persia, including a journey from Bagdad 

by Mount Zagros, to Hamadan, the ancient Ecbatana, researches in Ispahan and the ruins of Persepolis ... 

Longman, London 1830.  Second edition, 2volumes, 8vo., xx, 508; iv, 466pp., folding map, 28 full-
page wood-egraved plates, contemporary half calf gilt, tan and green moroccco labels, marbled 
boards and edges, an excellent set. Provenance: Joseph Jones (armorial bookplate). 

The sequel to Buckingham’s Travels in Mesopotamia.

ref: 84835                                            £1,500

66. BUCKINGHAM, James Silk Travels in Palestine, through the countries of Bashan and Gilead ... 

Longman, London 1821  Second edition, 2 volumes, 8vo.,  xl, 402; iv, 474pp., engraved frontispiece 
portrait, folding map (repair to fold), 7 engraved maps and plates (mostly folding, foxed), 
illustrations in text, contemporary half calf gilt, tan and green moroccco labels, marbled boards 
and edges, an excellent set. Provenance: Joseph Jones (armorial bookplate). 

Tobler p143. 

The work describes the first part of Buckingham’s journey overland to India from Egypt in 1816-17, via 

Palestine and Syria.

ref: 84834                                            £1,250

67. BYRON, Robert. First Russia then Tibet.  

Macmillan, London, 1933.  First edition. 8vo, (24 x 17 cms), pp.xvi, 328,  illustrated with drawings 
and photographs, mostly by the author including coloured frontispiece,  original green cloth gilt, 
dustwrapper (lightly soiled, short splits),  an excellent copy. 

Yakushi B315. 

Two separate narratives: the first a sort of cultural tour of Soviet Russia in the 1920’s; the second covering 

the trade route from Sikkim to Gyantse. This is a very good example of the first edition in the original 

green cloth.

ref: 84586  £650

68. CARNE, John. Syria, the Holy Land, Asia Minor.  

Fisher, London, [ca. 1840].  First edition. 3 volumes in 1,  4to., 3 frontispieces, 2 maps, 117 steel-
engraved plates after Bartlett and others, a little light spotting, contemporary black polished calf 
gilt, coveres lightly soiled, joints and extremities rubbed, all edges gilt. 

ref: 84481  £850
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69. [CAUCASUS] - BERNOVILLE, Raphael. La Souanetie libre. Episode d’un voyage a la chaine centrale 

du Caucase. 

J. Claye, Lemercier (plates) and Monrocq (map) for Vve. Morel, Paris, 1875.  
Large 4to (37 x 28 cm). Half-title, title, dedication leaf, preface leaf, 173 pp., table of contents leaf, 
with 7 numbered lithograph plates by J. Laurens, one folding map lithographed in colour by G. 
Erhard and numerous woodengravings in text; very light spotting to half-title and plates.
Uncut in later marbled boards, flat turquoise cloth spine with brown leather label lettered in gilt; a 
bit soiled and rubbed. 

Fine copy of the only edition of this uncommon work, missing in the usual bibliographies.

Svanetia is a region of the Caucasus in nowadays Georgia, just next to Ossetia: it was called ‘savage’ by 

Phillipps-Wooley in his 1883 work on account of the propensity of the locals to murder anybody they 

took a dislike to. This casual attitude to life accounts for it being one of the least known parts of the 

Caucasus, although of great interest to the great powers being on the direct road from Russia to the 

Indian frontier.

Almost 10 years before Phillipps-Wooley, Bernoville explored this area in the early 1870s, returned in 

1873 and published his main work two years later. It covers many aspects of history, culture, topography 

and politics of not only Svanetia, but also Georgia and its relation to Russia. Next to a large folding map 

of the area, the fine illustration is composed of many various woodengravings in text and seven unusual 

duo-tone lithographs of views and people.

ref: 83416  £2,250

70. CHASSEAUD, George Washington. The Druses of the Lebanon: their manners, customs, and history. 

With a translation of their religious code. 

Bentley, London 1855  First edition. 8vo., xvi, 422pp., engraved map, small stamp to verso of map, 
title, and last leaf,  modern half cal f gilt. 

Chasseaud, who was born and lived in Syria, dedicated this work to Lady Franklin. The translation of 

the religious code is taken from an Arabic manuscript obtained by the author from a Maronite in the 

village of Hadded.

ref: 85237  £650
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71. CURZON, George Nathaniel Persia and the Persian Question.  

Longmans, London, 1892.  First edition. 2 volumes, 8vo, xxiv, 639; xii, 653pp., illustrations 
throughout, 10 maps (1 large folding linen-backed at end), bound by Roger de Coverly in full 
green morocco gilt, covers with gilt borders and initials E. P. T. to upper cover, spines in six 
compartments, gilt lettered direct in second and third, others richly gilt, raised bands, all edges gilt, 
old light waterstain to upper covers, a very handsome set. Provenance: Edward Priaulx Tennant 
(armorial bookplate, initials to covers 

Ghani 87. 

One of the most important books on Persia. Dealing with every aspect of Persia, political, archaeological, 

cultural, etc., its great strength is its topographical section. As Ghani says, “his powers of observation and 

analysis were extraordinary; no detail ever escaped him. His book can still be used as a topographical 

guide for travel in Iran.”

ref: 84862  £3,000
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72. EGERTON, Lady Francis Journal of a tour in the Holy Land, in May and June, 1840 ...  

For Private Circulation, London 1841  First edition. 8vo., vi, 141pp., 4 lithograph plates by Allom 
after drawings by Lord Egerton, printed by Hullmandel, frontispiece spotted, original blue-green 
cloth gilt, corners bumped, name cut from front free endpaper, small label removed from spine, a 
very good copy. 

Blackmer 536; Abbey Travel 384; Tobler p164. 

Lord and Lady Egerton travelled in the Mediterranean in the winter and spring of 1839-40. These 

extracts from Lady Egerton’s diary were intended only for friends and were published to benefit the 

Ladies’ Hibernian Female School Society. 

ref: 84837  £250

73. [FOREIGN OFFICE]. Armenia and Kurdistan.  

H.M.S.O., London 1920.  8vo., [vi], 84pp., modern cloth gilt. 

Number 62 in the series of handbooks originally prepared for the historical section of the Foreign Office 

to provide British delegates to the Peace Conference of 1917 with necessary information. 

ref: 69187  £300

74. HEDIN, Sven. Through Asia.  

Methuen, London, 1898.  First English edition. 2 volumes, 8vo., xx, 664; xii, 665-1278 pp., translated 
by J.T. Bealby, with a portrait frontispiece in each volume, with nearly 300 plates and illustrations 
in the text from sketches 
and photographs by the 
author, 2 folding maps, 
original  green (cloth 
gilt, top edges gilt, others 
uncut, a fine set. 

Yakushi H171b. 

A popular account of three 

and a half years of exploration 

in the deserts of Takla Makan 

and the Lob-nor region, 

Tsaidam and Southern Tibet 

from 1893 to 1897. Published 

the same year as the first 

edition, in Swedish.

ref:85540                       £850
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75. [IRAQ] Camera Studies in Iraq  

Kerim & Hasso Bos., Baghdad, [ca. 1925].  Landscape 4to. (32 x 25cm. approx.), 73 sepia 
photogravure images on 50 plates, original imitation crocodile binding lettered in gilt, original 
(worn) slipcase, a fine copy. 

Fine images recording the people and places of Iraq.

ref: 84687  £700
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76. KELLY, Walter Keating, Syria and the Holy Land. Their scenery and people. Incidents of travel, &c. 

from the best and most recent authorities. 

Chapman and Hall, London. 1844.  First edition, 8vo., viii, 451 pp., wood-engraved illustrations 
throughout, original brown blind-stamped cloth gilt, a very good copy. 

ref: 85058  £150

77. LANDOR, A. Henry Savage In the Forbidden Land. An account of a journey in Tibet, capture by the 

Tibetan Authorities, imprisonment, torture, and ultimate release. 

Harper, New York, 1899.  First U.S. edition. 2 volumes, 8vo., xviii, 307; xix, 250pp., 251 illustrations 
large folding map (neat repair to tear), original green pictorial cloth gilt, an excellent set. 

Yakushi L59a. 

Narrative of the author’s travels in Western Tibet in 1897 and his unsuccessful attempt to reach Lhasa 

from the Manasarowar Lake region.

ref: 81739  £650

WITH DEDICATION IN RUSSIAN

78.  MOORE, Benjamin Burges. From Moscow to the Persian Gulf. Being the Journal of a Disanchanted 

Traveller in Turkestan and Persia. 

Knickerbocker Press for G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York and London, 1915.  8vo (21 x 14.5 cm). xx 
including title, 450 pp., folding map, numerous plates with 160 photographic illustrations, errata 
slip. Original publisher’s blue cloth; lightly rubbed at extremities, spine slightly faded. 

Fine copy with unusual inscription from the author in Russian, dated New York 1st February 1924. An 

informative traveller’s diary richly illustrated with his own personal photgraphs.

ref: 72595  £375
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79. MURAVEV, Nikolay Nikolaevich; and others. Russian Missions into the Interior of Asia.  

G. Sidney for Sir Richard Phillips, London, 1823.  4to (21.4 x 13 cm). Aquatint frontispiece by William 
Read and 112 pp. including title; one leaf with occasional spotting and paper defect in margin.

Modern brown cloth spine over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt. 

Fine copy of this uncommon work including the first publication in English of early and important 

Russian missions to Central Asia, at the very beginning of the ‘Great Game’. It gives abridged accounts 

of Nazaroff’s ‘Expedition to Kokand’ between 1813 and 1814, Eversmann and Yakovlev’s ‘Account of 

Bukharia’ and Muravev’s Embassy to Turkomania and Khiva, both carried out in 1820-21. Muravev’s 

Embassy was first published in Russian in 1822 but only 50 years later in full English translation.

The second work relates an embassy to Bukhara, comprising a caravan of 500 camels, 230 Cossacks and 

a similarly large group of infantrymen, at the head of which was Mr. Negri, Counsellor of State. First-

hand information was written by Dr. Eversmann, Physician to the embassy and by Yakovlev, Secretary 

to the Embassy and includes interesting extracts from letters, detailing the surroundings of Bukhara, 

the sovereigns and palaces, the original Persian-speaking Tadzhiks and the Mahometan Uzbeks, taxes 

imposed on the Jewish population, and polygamous practices: “here too the Mahomedan Religion, 

permitting Polygamy, and considering woman as a slave, that is, bought and sold, has produced a great 

corruption of morals. [...] the Bucharian has no notion of refined sentiments, and though all the works of 

the Persian poets are kown here, the Bucharian thinks only of sensual pleasures. Not content with these 

excesses, all the horrors and abominations of Sodom and Gomorrah are practised here, and even the 

frequency and severity of the punishment inflicted, are unavailing to deter them from the commission 

of these enormities.”

Equally engaging, Muravev’s work is the narrative of a celebrated arduous journey of a very young spy to 

nowadays Uzbekistan. A vivid portrayal of the Turkomans ensues with descriptions of dress, character, 

language, manufacturing capabilities, political relations, majestic fortresses, ancient burial grounds and 

landscape.

ref: 84785  £475
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80. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT. 
A handbook of Mesopotamia volume 1 General. 

n.p. 1918.  Second edition. 8vo., 556pp., original 
blue cloth gilt, an excellent copy. Provenance: 
Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution 
(bookplate). 

For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. 

Government. Its contents are not to be communicated 

either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person 

not holding an official position in H. M. Services.

ref: 85004                                                     £250

81. PHILBY, Harry St. John B.  Arabia of the 

Wahhabis.   

Constable, London 1928.  First edition, 8vo, xv, 
422pp. With a frontispiece, 24 plates, numerous 
diagrams, and a large folding map, original brown 
cloth, an excellent copy. 

In late 1917 Philby, a member of the Indian Civil 

Service who had been posted to Mesopotamia in 1915, 

led a small British diplomatic mission to confer with 

Ibn Saud, the Wahhabi ruler of Najd in central Asia. 

This volume, covering the period June-October 1918 is 

effectively a supplementary volume to his earlier book, 

‘The Heart of Arabia’.

ref: 84683                                                     £485

82. PHILBY, Harry St. John B.  Sheba’s daughters being a record of travel in Southern Arabia. With an 

appendix on the rock inscriptions by A.F.L. Beeston. 

Methuen, London 1939  First editon, 8vo., xix, 485pp., with frontispiece, 46 plates, 1 folding map, 
original green cloth gilt, an excellent copy. 

The account of a journey made by the author, Ibn Saud’s official adviser, from the King’s camp on the 

Mecca to Riyadh road to the Indian Ocean. Philby was the first European to enter Abha, the capital of 

Najran, the frontier district between the Wahhabis and the Yemenites, and the second to visit Shabwa, 

although he was the first to explore the ruins where he discovered the great temple of Astarte.

ref: 84760  £275
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83. ROBINSON, Theodore H.; W.O.E. Oesterley. A History of Israel. Vol.I From the Exodus to the Fall of 

Jerusalem, 586 B.C.; Vol. II From the Fall of Jersualem, 586 B.C. to the Bar-Kokhba Revolt, A.D.135 

Oxford University Press, Oxford. 1932.  First edition, two volumes, 8vo., xvi, 496; xvi, 500 pp., 
original blue cloth gilt, a very good copy. 

ref: 85061  £85

84. RUSSELL, Alexander. The natural history of Aleppo.  containing a description of the city, and the 

principal natural productions in its neighbourhood. Together with an account of its climate, inhabitants, and 

diseases; particularly of the plague. 

Robinson, London 1794.  Second edition, revised and enlarged, 2 volumes, 4to., edited by Patrick 
Russell, vol i with engraved  plan and 4 double-page plates; vol ii with 16 plates on 15 engraved sheets  
(2 double-page), including botanical plates by Ehret, contemporary tree calf gilt, morocco labels. 

Blackmer 1458; Nissen ZBI 3534.  

Russell was a physician to the English factory in Aleppo for a period from 1740. He learnt Arabic and 

acquired great influence with the Pasha and people of all creeds. This work was suggested by Fothergill 

and has been described as one of the most complete pictures of Eastern manners extant (Pinkerton) and 

was reviewed by Dr Johnson in the Literary Magazine.

ref: 73792  £1,500

85. SCHUYLER, Eugene. Turkistan. Notes of a journey in Russian Turkistan, Khokand, Bukhara, and Kuldja. 

Scribner’s, New York 1876.  First U.S. edition. 2 volumes, 8vo., xii, 411; ix, 463pp., 3 folding maps, 
numerous wood-engraved plates and illustrations, original green cloth gilt, covers ruled in black, 
gilt pictorial vignettes to upper covers and spines, a very good copy. 

Ghani p.334. 

The chief aim of Schuyler’s journey in Central Asia was to study the political and social condition of the 

regions which had been recently annexed by Russia, as well as to compare the state of the inhabitants 

under Russian rule with that of those still living under the despotism of the Khans.

ref: 84134  £750

86. WELLBY, Capt. M.S. Through Unknown Tibet.  

T. Fisher Unwin, London 1898.  First edition. 8vo. xiv, 440pp., 4 folding maps in end pocket, 
numerous photographic and other illustrations throughout,  original pictorial cloth gilt, top edge 
gilt, others uncut, neat repairs to spine extremities, a very good copy. 

Yakushi W106. 

Narrative of the journey of Wellby and Malcolm across Tibet and northern China in 1896, from Srinagar 

to Peking via Leh, Chang Tang of Tibet and the Koko-Nor dam basin.

ref: 85011  £675
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87. WILKIE, David. Sir David  Wilkie’s Sketches in Turkey, Syria & Egypt, 1840 & 1841. [BOUND WITH] 

... Sketches Spanish & Oriental. 

Graves & Warmsley, London, 1843 & 1846.  First editions. 2 volumes in 1, large folio. I: Pictorial 
lithographed title, dedication leaf with list of plates to verso, 25 lithograph plates by Joseph Nash 
after Wilkie; II. Lithographed title, lithographed dedication plate, list of plates, 2 pages lettepress, 
double-column printed in blue, contemporary maroon half morocco gilt, occasional light spotting, 
a very good copy. 

Abbey Travel 379; Hilmy II, 329; Blackmer 1796; Atabey 1334. 

ref: 84635  £13,500
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88. ADMIRALTY WAR STAFF INTELLIGENCE 
DIVISION. A handbook of Macedonia and 

surrounding territories [WITH] Maps to accompany 

handbooks of Serbia, Montenego and Albania (I.D. 

1096) and Macedonia and surrounding territories 

(I.D. 1114). 

n.p. 1916 & n.d.  First editions. 2 volumes, 
8vo., 524pp., large folding map at end; 11 
large folding maps in map case, original 
blue cloth gilt, map volume with morocco 
lettering piece, spine faded and remains of 
stamp to foot,  Provenance: Royal Artillery 
Institution (bookplate), stamps to flap of 
map case. 

For official use only. This book is the property 

of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the 

Press, or to any person not holding an official 

position in H. M. Services.

ref: 85006                                              £850

 

89. ALLOM, Thomas, illustrator; Rev. Robert 
Walsh. Constantinople and the scenery  of the Seven 

Churches of Asia Minor illustrated. In a series of 

drawings from nature ... with an historical account 

of Constantinople, and description of the plates ... 

Fisher,  London, n.d. circa 1845.  2 volumes 
in 1, 4to., 2 additional engraved titles with 
pictorial vignettes, 2 frontispieces, 92 full-
page engraved plates, 2 maps, scattered light 
spotting, contemporary dark green polished 
calf gilt, marbled boards, red moroccco 
labels, an excellent copy. 

Atabey 1316; Blackmer 1766. 

Allom spent nine months in Constantinople 

during 1836-37, preparing the drawings for this 

work. It provides a fine pictorial records of the 

city, and ranks as one of the most attractive steel-

engraved books of the period.

ref: 85239                                              £900
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90. [Anglo-Dutch War]. A true and perfect narrative of the great and signal succes of a part of his Majesties 

fleet under His Highness Prince Rupert, and His Grace the Duke of Albemarle, burning one hundred and sixty 

Dutch ships whitin the Ulie: As also the town of Brandaris upon the Island of Schelling, by some commanded 

men under the conduct of Sir Robert Holmes, the eight and ninth of this instant August  Published by especial 

command. 

London : printed by Tho. Newcomb living over against Baynard’s Castle in Thames-street, 1666.  
large 8vo, unbound as issued, 7-[1] pp. (old folds), woodcut ornament to title, title printed within 
double ruled border. 

Rare English pamphlet on Holmes’s Bonfire : a raid on the Vlie estuary in the Netherlands, executed by 

the Royal Navy during the 2nd Anglo-Dutch War on 19 and 20 August 1666. The attack, named after 

the commander of the landing force, Rear-Admiral Robert Holmes, was successful in destroying by 

fire a large merchant fleet of 130 ships. 3 weeks later, the “Great Fire of London” was seen as a Dutch 

revenge.

ref: 77552                                             £1,250
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91. BAKER, James Turkey in Europe.  

Cassell, London 1877  First edition. 8vo., xv, 560pp., 
8 pages ads at end,  two folding maps, original red 
decorated cloth gilt, a fine copy. 

Cf. Blackmer 65 (third edition); cf. Atabey 49 (French 

ed.). 

The scarce first edition of this popular account which 

went through several editions in a short space of time. The 

author had visited Constantinople during the Crimean 

War and had returned to Turkey in 1874, where he 

remained three years, dividing his time between his estate 

outside Salonica and his travels through the country. The 

book contains valuable information on Northern Greeece 

and Bulgaria.

ref: 84751                                                         £850

92. [BEAUCHAMP, Alphonse de]. The Life of Ali Pacha, of Jannina, late Vizier of Epirus, surnamed Aslan, 

or the Lion. Including a compendious history of modern Greece. 

Relfe, London 1823.  Second English edition. 8vo.,  xii, 368pp., 2 engraved portraits, folding 
aquatint view, engraved folding map, spotting to frontispiece, offsetting to title, scattered light 
foxing, contemporary red straight-grained morocco gilt, covers with wide gilt borders, spine in 
five compartments, gilt lettered direct in second, others with gilt panels, broad raised bands gilt, all 
edges gilt, a very attractive example. 

Atabey 78; Droulia 329; Blackmer 99 (first ed.). 

Ali Pasha was nominally a vassal of the Sultan, but through military skill and intrigue he rose to be the ruler 

of Epirus and the south-western part of the Balkan peninsula. He was implicated in the developments 

which led to the Greek Revolution, and in 1822 the Sultan ordered his death. He was killed at his seat in 

Ioannina by a Turkish mission commanded by Khurshid Pasha.

ref: 85107  £1,350

 

93. BERCKEL, H.A.van; et al. Rotterdam  geschetst in zijne voornaamste gebouwen, kerken en gestichten. 

Hoog, Rotterdam, 1863.  4to., xviii, 145pp., 24 tinted lithograph plates by G. J. Bos after P. W. M. 
Trap. Contemporary brown half morocco gilt, floral endpapers; lightly rubbed. 

A very attractive pictorial record of Rotterdam in the middle of the nineteenth century - a fine copy of 

the first edition.

ref: 84486  £2,000
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94. BLOME, Richard. Britannia:  or, A geographical description of the kingdoms of England, Scotland, and 

Ireland, with the isles and territories thereto belonging. And for the better perfecting of the said work, there 

is added an alphabetical table of the names, titles, and seats of the nobility and gentry that each county of 

England and Wales is, or lately was, enobled with. Illustrated with a map of each county of England, besides 

several general ones. The like never before published. 

Printed by Tho. Roycroft for the undertaker, Richard Blome, London 1673.  First edition. folio (36.5 
x 24.5 cm),   [14], 464, pp., bound without final leaf (“Benefactors to this work ...”), 24 pages (on 
13 leaves) of coats-of-arms (22 in contemporary hand-colour), 1 leaf in black-and-white supplied 
from a shorter copy, last leaf frayed; large folding general map, 45 folding county maps (21 hand-
coloured, 1 duplicate (Isle of Wight)), North Riding with short split along plate mark and slight 
fraying to margins, single-sheeet map of London, 5 large folding maps (Wales 2 plus 1 duplicate, 
Scotland, Ireland);  

Chubb XCIX; Skelton 90; Wing B3207. 

ref: 85447  £7,500
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95. BOISGELIN DE KERDU, P.M.Louis de. Ancient and modern Malta:  containing a full and accurate 

account of the present state of the islands of Malta and Goza ... The history of the Knights of St. John of 

Jerusalem ... With a particular account of the events which attended the capture of these islands by the 

French, and their conquest by the English ... With an appendix, containing a number of authentic state-

papers and other documents. 

Robinson, London, 1804.  First edition. 3 volumes, 4to., 19 engraved plates & plans, 5 aquatint 
plates & large folding hand-colored map of Malta mounted on linen,  contemporary sprinkled calf, 
neatly rebacked,  spine in six compartments, blue and green morocco labels to second and fourth, 
others with gilt centrepieces, lightly rubbed, some light spotting and waterstaining, still a very good 
copy. 

Abbey Travel, 194. 

The standard history of Malta up until that time and a fine visual record.

ref: 84710  £3,250
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Louis XV’s Paris

96. BRETEZ, Louis and Michel-Etienne TURGOT. Plan de Paris.  

Paris, 1739.  Folio (65 x 45 cm). Folding overview map, 20 double-page maps engraved by Claude 
Lucas after Bretez incl. 1-16 numbered in the plate, plates 18 and 19 joined and folded.

Contemporary marbled calf, gilt panelled decorative borders and large gilt arms of Paris to the 
centre of each cover, spine with raised bands gilt in compartments, one with morocco label lettered 
in gilt, gilt rollwork to board edges and turn-ins, marbled endpapers; slightly rubbed and stained. 
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Millard 39. 

Turgot’s celebrated plan of Paris during the reign of Louis XV - a fine, fresh copy attractively bound in 

full calf with gilt arms.

Michel-Etienne Turgot (1690-1751), Louis XV’s Prévot des Marchands, commissioned this plan in 1734 

from Louis Bretez, a sculptor, painter and perspective specialist, who used the conventional bird’s-eye 

representation (isometric projection). The stunning result shows maps with great  and decorative details, 

being an important record of the architecture and gardens of Baroque Paris, the world capital at the time. 

This was the last major example of this type of plan.

ref: 84657  £12,500
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97. BRUYN [BRUIN], Cornelis de. Reizen Door de vermaardste Deelen van Klein Asia, De Eylanden 

Scio, Rhodus, Cyprus, Metelino, Stanchio, [et]c. Mitsgaders de vorrnaamste Steden van Ægypten, Syrien 

en Palestina Verrijkt met meer als 200. kopere Konstplaaten ... Alles door de Autheur selfs na het leven 

afgetekend.  

Henrik van Krooneveld, Delft, 1698.  First edition. Large paper copy. Engraved title, portrait, 214 
engravings on 100 plates chiefly by Jan and Caspar Luyken after de Bruyn (some folding, and/
or double-page), engravings in text,  folding map and Smyrna panorama supplied from a smaller 
copy, contemporary calf rebacked to style. 
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Atabey 159; this edition not in Blackmer.  

One of the most spectacular Levant books with fine large panoramic plates of Constantinople, Jerusalem, 

Chios, Alexandria, Rhodes, etc. Bruyn, painter and traveller, left Holland in 1674 to travel through 

Europe and the Levant, returning via Italy in 1685, arriving back in Holland in 1693.

ref: 76071  £7,500
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98. BRUYN, Cornelis de. Voyages au Levant, c’est-à-dire, dans les  princpaux endroirs de l’Asie Mineure, 

dans les Isles de Chio, Rhodes, & Chypre &c. De meme que dans les plus considérables villes d’Egypte, Syrie, 

& Terre-Sainte. 

Bauche le fils, Paris 1725.  First collected edition. 5 volumes, 4to., titles in red and black, engraved 
portrait frontispiece, 5 folding maps, 84 engraved plates (11 folding), contemporary mottled calf 
gilt, red morocco labels, neat repair to upper joint volume 2, an excellent set. 

Atabey 161; Brunet III, 991; this edition not in Blackmer. 

The first two volumes contain the voyage to the Levant, the remainder contain the voyage to Moscow 

and Persia. volume 5 also contains a long extract from Mouceaux’s voyages. The work is reputedly edited 

by Antoine Banier whose notes are highly regarded.

ref: 85392  £8,500
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99. CABROL, Elie. Voyage en Grèce. 1889 Notes et impressions. 

Librairie des bibliophiles, Paris, 1890.  4to, 156 pp., 26 plates, original wrappers (lightly soiled), 
some light browning, a very good copy. 

ref: 85122  £500

100. CICERI, Eugene. Les Pyrénées desinées d’après nature ... 

Lafont, Luchon n.d.  Landscape folio, 2 parts in 1. 8;12pp., 2 decorative lithograph titles [first and 
second part] printed in gold and black, folding itinerary map, folding plan of Luchon, general 
pictorial lithograph title, 59 lithograph plates (15 double-sheet; 2 4-sheet panoramas), oroginal red 
morocco-backed decorative cloth boards, original clasps (defective), short splits to joints, corners 
worn,. 

Perret 997. 

A fine collection of views. Perret notes that copies vary in their composition, the copy he mentions 

having 58 plates. 

ref: 85536  £2,500
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101. DALLAWAY, James. Constantinople ancient and modern,  with excursions to the shores and islands 

of the Archipelago and to the Troad. 

T. Bensley, London 1797  First edition. 4to., xii, 415, [vii]pp., ad at end, engraved vignette title, map 
and 9 aquatint plates, contemporary half russia, marbled boards and edges. 

Atabey 308; Blackmer 441; Weber 640; Abbey Travel 392 for large paper copy. 

Dallaway spent 18 months as chaplain with Liston’s embassy to the Porte (1794-6). He travelled to 

Constantinople overland with Liston’s entourage, which included John Sibthorp, author of Flora Graeca, 

and Gaetano Mercati who became Liston’s draughtsman. Dallaway and J.B.S. Morritt travelled through 

the Troad, together with Mercati. Both Dallaway’s and Morritt’s works use Mercati’s drawings, though 

they have only one in common. Morritt’s book, A Vindication of Homer, appeared in 1798, and it is 

useful to see the two works as companion pieces. (Blackmer). 

ref: 84520  £1,650

From Georgia to Varna, from the Crimea to Turkey

102. DURAND-BRAGER, Jean Baptiste Henri. A voyage in the Black Sea, the Bosphorus, the Sea 

of Marmora & the Dardanelles. Voyage dans la Mer Noire, le Bosphore, la Mer de Marmara & les 

Dardanelles. 

Colnaghi, London, [ca. 1855].  Large folio (56.5 x 41 cm), title in French and English from original 
blue upper wrapper bound-in, 24 plates lithographed by Sabatier, E. Cicéri, P. Benoist after Durand-
Brager; bound without lithograph title and list of plates, no other letterpress issued.

Modern half calf preserving old red boards. 

Atabey 383; Blackmer 520; not in Abbey, Travel. 

A fine, clean copy of the first edition of this rare rich visual record of the Black Sea.

Durand-Brager (1814-79) combined a naval career with that of marine artist. This folio resulted from 

his work while attached to the Black Sea expedition of the Cacique and Sampson under Vice-Admiral 

Hamelin during the Crimean War. Durand-Brager was war correspondent to several French papers and 

journals during the campaign, and painted a series of twenty pictures to form a panorama of the attack 

on Sebastopol now in the museum at Versailles.

The plates are: Gallipoli; Trebizonde; Varna; Sebastopol; Kaffa; Soukoum-Kaleh; Batoum; Bourgaz; 

Schousgab; Platana; Redout-Kaleh; Sulina; Touaps; Anara; Sotcha; Khelindijk; Kavarna; Feu d’Europe; 

Odessa; Baltchick; Therapia; Sinope; Dardanelles ou Kilid-Bas; Feu d’Asie.

ref: 84325  £17,500
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103. ETON, William A survey of the Turkish Empire. In which are considered, I. Its government, finances, 

military and naval force ... II. The state of the provinces ... III. The causes of the decline of Turkey ... IV. The 

British commerce with Turkey ... 

Cadell, London 1798.  First edition. 8vo., xxviii, 516pp., 2 pages ads at end, contemporary half calf, 
red morocco label, upper joint cracked but firm, lightly rubbed. Provenance: Sir Charles Grave 
Hudson of Wanlip (armorial bookplate). 

Atabey 409; Blackmer 558 (first edition). 

“Eton was an ardent philhellene and as violently pro-Russian as he was anti-French and anti-Turkish ... 

He argues the necessity of philhellenism for the self-interest of Great Britain, since Greek emancipation 

is certain to occur, and if the English do not come forward, Greece will turn to the French. This is a 

factual and informative work, in spite of its philhellenic exaggerations.” - Blackmer.

ref: 84840  £1,100

104. FOSSATI, Gaspard. Aya Sofia Constantinople, as recently restored by order of H.M. the Sultan Abdul 

Medjid. 

Colnaghi, London, 1852.  
Large folio (57 x 38 cm  approx.). Chromolithographed title, 25 tinted plates lithographed by Louis 
Haghe, 6 pp.; very light occasional spotting, some plates with marginal repairs.
Publisher’s brown sheep-backed cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt, flat spine lettered in gilt; a bit 
worn and discoloured, restorations to spine. 

Abbey, Travel, 397; Atabey 454; Blackmer 619.  

First edition of the first modern record of both the exterior and interior of Aghia Sophia, “important 

for the understanding of this stupendous monument” (Atabey). Court architect to the Russian royal 

family, Fossati travelled to Constantinople in 1837 to work on the building for the Russian Embassy. 

He completed the project in 1845 and entered the service of the Porte, designing the archives building, 

the telegraph-office, the hospital of the Ministry of War, as well as churches and private villas. In 1847, 

he was charged with the restoration of Aghia Sophia; this took two years and involved the removal of 

buttresses which had been added to protect the structure and the uncovering of valuable mosaics. The 

mosaics were subsequently covered up and are not illustrated in the present work, Fossati planning to 

issue another book on the subject but this never materialised.

ref: 84716  £12,500
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105. [GIBRALTAR]. Istoria della città di Gibilterra in Spagna, con la descrizione della medesima, porto, 

baia, e una esatta relazione di tutti gli assedj, vicende di essa, e le giuste epoche fino al tempo presente. 

Gaetano Cambiagi, Firenze, 1781.  8vo., 30 [2] pp., large engraved folding map, modern vellum, 
ink-lettered to upper cover. 

Palau, VII, 122068.  

Fresh copy of this uncommon description of Gibraltar, with a simple but attractive engraved folding 

bird-eye view of the bay.

ref: 83735  £650
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106. GIOVIO, Paolo.  Turcicarum rerum commentarius Pauli Iovii  episcopi Nucerini ad Carolum V 

Imperatorum Augustum: Ex Italico Latinus factus, Francisco Nigro Basianate interprete. 

Strassburg, Wendel Rihel, 1537.  First Edition in Latin, 8vo, A-F8, G7 (lacking final blank), clean 
throughout, a few contemporary annotations, final text leaf laid down on final free endpaper with 
slight loss of two letters of the colophon.

[BOUND WITH]  FROISSART, Jean. Frossardi...historiarum opus omne..., Paris, Simon de 
Colines, 1537, [16]ff., 115 ff., [1]ff.,  wanting initial and final blanks, a large woodcut printers device 
to title page of  ‘Tempus’, a winged satyr wielding a scythe, cut by Geoffroy Tory, final errata leaf, 
title page with small tear to upper outer corner with loss and  1cm tear to lower margin without loss, 
ownership signatures, clean  throughout; contemporary blind-stamped pigskin, a little rubbed,  
bound on upside-down, lacking ties, all edges speckled red; an attractive double work. 

This edition not in Blackmer or Atabey, Göllner 596; Adams F1070; Renouard, P., Simon de Colines, 

p.279. 

A scarce first edition in Latin of Giovio’s history of the Ottoman Empire from Orchan to Suleiman. This 

“was the most popular source of information on the Turks in  the 16th century. It is also of significance 

as a symbol of resistance to the continued expansion of the Turkish forces. Giovio, provoked by the siege 

of Vienna in 1529, regarded this work his contribution to the struggle, as is clear from his dedication to 

Charles V”(Atabey, p264.) Translated from Italian into Latin by Francesco Negri. 

Bound first is a greatly condensed version of Froissart’s Chronicles abridged and translated from the 

French into Latin by German historian, annalist of the Reformation and diplomat, Johannes Sleidanus.  

Simon de Colines, one of the greatest French printers of the early sixteenth century, before setting up on 

his own, was the print-shop foreman of Henri Estienne, and upon Estienne’s death married his widow. 

Mentioned near the end of the text is the campaign of Duke Philip of Burgundy in France to raise a  

crusade against the Turks.

ref: 51006  £1,250

107. GLAS, George. The history of the discovery and conquest of the Canary Islands:  translated from 

a Spanish manuscript, lately found in the island of Palma. With an enquiry into the origin of the ancient 

inhabitants. To which is added, a description of the Canary Islands, including the modern history of the 

inhabitants ... 

Printed for R. and J. Dodsley; and T. Durham, London 1764.  First edition. 4to., [8],viii,368pp., 
folding engraved map frontispiece, 3 charts on 2 pages, modern half calf gilt. 

A translation of Abreu de Galindo’s Historia de la conquista de las siete islas de Gran Canaria.

ref: 85238  £700
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108. GOBLE, Warwick, Illustrator; Alexander Van Millingen Constantinople.  

A & C Black, London 1906.  First edition. 8vo., 63 coloured illustrations by Goble, folding map, 
ads at end, original polychromatic decorated cloth, top edge gilt, original dust-wrapper (small area 
restoration top of spine, a fine copy. 

Rare in dust-wrapper. One of the most attractive modern picture books on Constantinople.

ref: 84865  £475

109. KEPPEL, George. Narrative of a journey across the Balcan, by the two passes of Selimno and Pravadi; 

also of a visit to Azani, and other newly discovered ruins in Asia Minor, in the years 1829-30. 

Henry Colburn, London, 1831.  First edition. 2 volumes, 8vo., xvi, 463; xi, 465pp., 2 pages ads at end,  
half-title vol. i., hand-coloured frontispiece, 3 engraved maps and plans, 2 folding, contemporary 
red polished half calf gilt,lightly rubbed, an excellent set. 

Blackmer 909; Atabey 632; Abbey Travel 207; Weber I, 201. 

Keppel was a former aide to the Marquis of Hastings, the Governor-General of India;  this is his second 

work.

ref: 84673  £875
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110. LAING, John. An account of a voyage to Spitzbergen; containing a full description of that country, of 

the zoology of the north and of the Shetland Isles; with an account of the whale fishery. 

Mawman, London 1815  First edititon. 8vo., [iv], 173pp., original paer-backed blue boards, original 
paper label, light wear and soiling, scattered light foxing, an attractive unsophisticated example of 
a scarce book. 

Sabin 38653; Arctic Bibliography 9582. 

Results of the author’s voyages in the Greenland Sea as ship’s surgeon on whalers in 1806 and 1807. He 

describes the ice conditions, walrus, seal, polar bear, reindeer, etc., also whaling methods.

ref: 85031  £1,500
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111. LEAR, Edward. Views in the Seven Ionian Islands.  

For the Author, London 1863.  First edition. folio 
(49.5 x 33 cm), tinted lithographed title and 20 
plates, light foxing, list of subscribers, original 
green cloth, title stamped in gilt on upper cover, 
recased. 

Blackmer 987. 

The drawings for this work were made in the spring of 

1863, their publication being timed to take advantage 

of the cession of the islands by the British Government 

to Greece in 1864. There are nine views of Corfu 

(including the title-vignette), three each of Santa 

Maura (Lefkas), Cephalonia and Zante, and one each 

of Paxos, Ithaca, and Cerigo. The subscription list 

of over three hundred names is headed by the Royal 

Library and the Prince of Wales. Lear made a net profit 

of £300, but had difficulty in extracting payment from 

some of the subscribers.

ref: 84802                                                 £9,000
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112. LORRAIN, Claude. Liber Veritatis. ovvero raccolta di duecento stampe tratte dalli di lui disegni nella 

collezione del duca di Devonshire incise in Londra da Riccardo Earlom ed ora da Ludovico Carracciolo ... 

Presso Francesco Bourlie, Rome, 1815.  Frst edition in Italian. 2 volumes, folio, portrait, 200 plates 
printed in bistre, nineteenth century half calf gilt, lightly rubbed. 

The second printing, following the 1777 London edition, of not only one of the most beautiful art books, 

but also one of the most important documents relating to the career of a single artist. It is as if the artist 

has provided us with a catalogue of his own works, with illustrations and information concerning dates 

and patrons.

ref: 84719  £6,000

113. MENPES, Mortimer. [Works].  

A. & C. Black, London 1903-1906.  9 volumes, royal 8vo., illustrated with colour plates throughout, 
contemporary blue half morocco gilt for H. Sotheran, spines in six compartments, gilt lettered 
direct in second and third, others richly gilt with tulip motif, top edges gilt, a fine set. 

Titles comprise: War Impressions, 1903, reprint; India, 1905, first edition; Brittany, 1905, first edition; 

World’s children, 1905, first edition; Durbar, 1903, first edition; World pictures, 1903, second edition; 

Venice, 1906, reprint; Japan, 1905, reprint; Thames, 1906, first edition.

ref: 84864  £3,250
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114. [MONTENEGRO] - Vladarska Kuca Petrovic-Njegosh [The Imperial House of Petrovic- Njegos].  

Mosinger, Tsetinje, 1910.  Square 4to (30.5 x 25.5 cm). Title, [7] pp., 34 plates, [1] p.
Contemporary wrinkled green morocco, upper cover gilt embossed with Montenegro crest, each 
corner decorated with blue, white and red embossed enamel, gilt rule to cover, flat spine with paper 
label, decorated endpapers; light white stain to upper cover and small spotting, upper cover and 
spine discoloured to uniform light brown. 

Fine copy of this album, in the limited edition beautifully bound with with enamels and the Montenegrin 

double-headed eagle. 

It was edited by a special committee formed to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the reign of Nicholas 

I as prince, and the beginning of his reign as king. Indeed,  Nicholas was the only king of Montenegro, 

reigning from 1910 to 1918, when his country was annexed by the emergent Kingdom of Serbs, Croats 

and Slovenes - the future Yougoslavia. A poet, Nicholas I Mirkov Petrovic-Njegoš (1841-1921) was also 

an acute politician defending the Serb unity and a field marshal fiercely fighting the Ottomans. Under 

his reign as prince Montenegro acquired independence (Congress of Berlin in 1878) and then enjoyed 

prosperity and stability, adopting its first constitution in 1905.

The present album features 34 portraits, mostly photographic, of Nicholas’ family, members of what was 

the Royal House of Montenegro since 1696.

ref: 84398  £1,250

115. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT. A manual of the Turanians and Pan-

Turanianism.  

n.p. November 1928.  First edition. 8vo., 256pp, large folding map in pocket, original blue cloth gilt, 
spine and top of covers faded. Provenance: Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

“For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person not holding an official position 

in H. M. Services.”

The print run of this publication would have been very small. An important survey of the various 

Turkish populations in the Near East and Central Asia, occasioned by the rise of Pan-Turanianism, i.e. a 

pan-Turkish movement aimed at a union of all Turkish populations and the expulsion from Turkey of 

foreign elements and the establishment of a civilisation based entirely on old Turkish traditions.

ref: 84992  £1,250

116. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. A Handbook of Greece.  

1918-19.  First edition. 3 volumes, 8vo., maps and photographic plates, original blue cloth gilt, 
excellent copies. Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

Volume 1, The mainland of old Greece and certain neighboring islands; volume 2 parts I & II: The 

Cyclades and northern Sporades with The islands of the northern and eastern Aegean; volume 2 part 

III, Crete.

ref: 84962  £750
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117. PARDOE, Julia; W.H. BARTLETT (illustrator). The beauties of the Bosphorus.  

James Virtue, London, [ca. 1855].  4to., engraved portrait frontispiece of Pardoe, additional 
engraved title,  engraved map and 85 plates, contemporary red half morocco gilt, marbled boards, 
all edges gilt, a clean fresh copy. 

Atabey 922; Blackmer 1254. 

One of the most popular and attractive of all books on the Bosphorus. This work was obviously planned 

to take advantage of the great success which ‘The City of the Sultan’ had achieved. This present edition is 

enlarged from the 1838 edition with an appendix on the Crimean War and 6 extra plates including views 

of Gallipoli, Odessa and Sebastopol.

ref: 85063  £850

118. PASHLEY, Robert. Travels in Crete.  

Murray, London, 1837.  First edition. 2 volumes, 
8vo., xl, 321; ix, [iv], 326, [i (errata)]pp., 
lithographed frontispieces, title vignettes, large 
folding map, 8 lithographed plates by L. Haghe 
after Schranz, folding plate of inscriptions. 
Original purple cloth gilt, light wear to spine 
extremities, a very good copy. 

As travelling fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, 

Pashley undertook in 1833 a tour in Greece, Asia 

Minor, and Crete. Through the influence of Sir 

Francis Beaufort, he received from the Admiralty 

a free passage in the vessels employed in the 

Mediterranean survey. Pashley spent most of 1834 

exploring Crete in detail, accompanied by Antonio 

Schranz who did the drawings for the work. Together 

Pashley and Schranz visited practically every village, 

monastery, and ancient site on the island, producing 

a very detailed account. Unfortunately a great part of 

the impression, together with Pashley’s library and 

collections of antiquities, was destroyed in the fire at 

the Temple in 1838.

ref: 84500                                                £1,750
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119. PERCY, Earl Highlands of Asiatic Turkey.  

Edward Arnold, London 1901.  First edition. 8vo., INSCRIBED PRESENTATION COPY, x, 338pp., 
2 pages ads at end,  9 photographic plates and several illustrations in the text, 2 folding maps at rear,  
occasional light foxing, original red cloth gilt, light rubbing to spine, a very good copy. 

Inscribed by the author on the front free endpaper to Mary Gilmour.

The account of the author’s third expedition into the highlands of Asiatic Turkey which began in the 

summer of 1899.

ref: 84228  £525

120. PROUT, Samuel. Facsimiles of sketches made in Flanders and Germany and drawn on stone. 

Hullmandel, London, 1833.  Large folio, lithographed title, dedication and 50 lithographed plates, 
foxing to title and dedication leaf, plates clean, contemporary brown half morocco gilt lightly 
rubbed. 

An outstanding series of town views; Frankfurt, Mayence, Dresden, Ulm, etc.

ref: 84830  £3,500

Item 120
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121. REID, John. Turkey and the Turks: being the 

present state of the Ottoman empire. 

Tyas, London, 1840.  First edition. 8vo., viii, 
[iv], 310pp., half-title, hand-coloured lithograph 
frontispiece, 5 lithograph plates (4 hand-
coloured), 2 maps, original green cloth gilt, 
pictorial gilt vignettes to spine and upper cover, 
neat repairs to extrmeities, an excellent copy. 

Atabey 1020; Blackmer 1401. 

In 1838 Reid went to Turkey on a prolonged visit. The 

plates include portraits of the Sultan.

ref: 84676                                                  £1,350
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Important account of the Ottoman Porte

122. ROE, Thomas, Sir. The Negotiations of Sir Thomas Roe,  in his embassy to the Ottoman Porte, from 

the year 1621 to 1628 inclusive: containing a great variety of curious and important matters, relating to the 

affairs of the Turkish empire [...]. Now first published from the originals. 

London, Samuel Richardson, 1715.  First edition. Folio, xviii, lxii, [2], 828pp., engraved portrait, 
modern calf antique, an excellent, crisp copy. Provenance: University of Aberdeen Library (stamp 
on the title and a few leaves). 

Atabey 1050; Blackmer 1442; Goldsmiths 7743. 

First edition of Roe’s detailed correspondence during his time as ambassador to the Mogul emperor of 

Hindustan and the Ottoman Porte.

At Constantinople Roe succeeded in enlarging the privileges of English merchants and mediated a treaty 

between Turkey and Poland, and liberated many Polish exiles at Constantinople. “This important work 

contains much information on the collecting of Greek antiquities in England.” (Atabey). This copy, like 

the Blackmer copy, does not contain the portrait found in the Atabey copy which apparently was not 

published in time to be inserted in the earliest copies off the press.The last leaf states: “End of vol. 1” but 

no further volumes were published.

ref: 83635  £4,500
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123. SAZERAC, (Hilaire Leon de); Gustav Engelmann. Lettres 

sur la Suisse  

Engelmann, Paris 1823, 1824, 1826, 1827.  First edition. 
Folio, 4 parts (of 5) in 2 volumes, lithograph titles, 86 
lithograph plates after Villeneuve, text-ilustrations, 
scattered light foxing, a few plates browned,  contemporary 
red half straight-grained morocco-marbled sides, spine gilt, 
a very attractive copy. Provenance: Fürstliche Hofbibliothek 
Donaueschingen (stamps to titles). 

Fine lithographs of landscape and local life. A fifth part was 

published in 1832.

ref: 80705                                                             £3,000
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124. SMYTH, Charles. Piazzi. Teneriffe, an astronomer’s experiment: or, specialities of a residence above 

the clouds. 

Lovell Reeve, London 1858.  First edition. 8vo., xvi, 451pp., 45 pages ads at end dated January 
1858, engraved map, 20 mounted photo-stereographs, 45 pages of ads at end, original purple wavy-
grained cloth gilt, gilt vignette to upper cover, neat repairs to extremities, an excellent copy. 

Gernsheim Incunabula 79. 

The first book to be illustrated with stereographic photographs.

The book was issued in an edition of 1000 copies in January 1858, 

with a further 1000 copies in July 1858. The present copy with ads 

dated January 1858 is presumably from the earlier issue.

 The object of the experiment was to see how far astronomical 

observations could be improved by eliminating the lower part 

of the atmosphere. To this end a telescope and other apparatus 

were carried up the volcanic flanks of the volcano to a height 

of between 8900 and 10700 feet. Numerous photographs being 

taken during the the ascent at different points. These were then 

printed under the superintendence of James Glaisher, one of 

the leading meteorologists of his day.

The photographs depict local flora, fauna, and members of the 

expedition.

ref: 84292                                                            £1,350
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125. STONE, Francis. Picturesque views of all the bridges 

belonging to the county of Norfolk in a series of eighty four 

prints in lithography. 

Engelmann, Graf, Coindet & Co., [London, ca. 
1830].  First edition. Landscape folio, lithograph 
title and eighty four lithograph plates by Engelman 
after Francis Stone, sporadic light spotting, 
contemporary half calf marbled boards, lightly 
rubbed and worn, red morocco label, a very good 
copy. 

ref: 84227                                                    £1,250

126. THIERSCH, Friedrich Wilhelm von. De l’etat actuel 

de la Grece et des moyens d’arriver a sa restauration. 

Brockhaus, Leipzig 1833.  First edition. 2 volumes, 
8vo., xxiv, [ii], 464, [ii]; xvii, [iii], 325, [iii]pp., light 
foxing at beginning of volumes, contemporary 
green morocco gilt, lightly rubbed, an excellent 
copy. 

Scarce. “An important work by the German philhellene, 

who was in fact the key figure in Bavarian philhellenism 

after Ludwig himself.” (Blackmer). 

ref: 84594                                                    £1,850
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127. WILKINSON, J. Gardener. Dalmatia and Montenegro:  with 

a journey to Mostar in Herzegovinia, and remarks on the Slavonic 

nations; the history of Dalmatia and Ragusa;  The Uscocs; &c. &c.  

John Murray, London, 1848.  First edition. 2 volumes, 8vo.,  
xvi, 564; viii, 454pp., 2 lithograph frontispieces (1 folding), 5 
lithograph plates (1 folding), 6 full-page wood-engraved plates, 
folding map, 2 folding pedigrees, illustrations in text, original 
brown blinstamped cloth gilt, spines pictorial gilt, light wear, 
an excellent copy. 

This work by explorer and Egyptologist Wilkinson, contains 

valuable notes on the manners, traditions, and condition of the 

people visited, as well as carefully compiled historical notices, and 

gives an accurate history of the Paulician heresy, as well as other valuable digressions.

ref: 84674  £1,350

128. WORDSWORTH, Christopher. Greece, pictorial, descriptive, and historical ... and a history of the 

characteristics of Greek art. 

W.S. Orr and Co., London, 1853.  New edition. 8vo., 26 steel-engraved plates including frontispiece, 
engraved title page and map,  numerous wood engravings, marginal staining to title and frontispiece,  
contemporary green morocco gilt, covers with wide gilt orders all edges gilt, lightly rubbed, a very 
good copy. 

Cf. Blackmer 1841. 

An attractive copy of this richly illustrated and wide ranging work. Almost 15 years after the first, this 

new edition includes many more engravings and, for the first time, Scharf’s history of Greek art.

ref: 84764  £400
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129. The ocean and the desert by a Madras Officer.  

Newby, London 1846  First edition. 2 volumes, 12mo., xii, 322, [i]; xvii, [iii], 271 [i]pp., 2 lithograph 
frontispieces, 3 lithograph plates, light spotting to frontispieces and surrounding leaves, original 
brown cloth gilt rebacked preserving worn spines, new endpapers, early ownership inscription 
to titles. 

Scarce.

ref: 69176  £500

130. [BENTLEY, Samuel] A voyage to India; or, three months on the ocean. Showing how Philip Grey 

improved and beguiled his time at sea. By the author of “Charlie’s discoveries.” 

Harvey and Darton, London 1841  First edition. 16mo., [vi], 180pp., 24 pages ads at end, frontispiece, 
8 full-page wood-engraved plates by E. Evans after G.F. Sargent, illustrations in text, original blind-
stamped yellow cloth gilt, neatly rebacked preserving spine. 

Scarce. 

ref: 69575  £275

131. BOURCHIER, Capt. W.  Narrative of a passage from Bombay to England,  describing the author’s 

shipwreck in the Nautilus, in the Red Sea; journies across the Nubian Desert; detention in the lazaretto at 

Leghorn, &c. &c. 

Whittaker, London 1834  First edition. 8vo., vi, 114pp., engraved map, original green cloth, 
slightbubbling, paper label, an excellent copy of a scarce book. 

The map shows the author’s route from Suakin on the Red Sea to Kroosko on the Nile. Desiring to return 

home from Bombay as quickly as was possible Captain Bourchier took passage on the Hon. East India 

Company’s brig of war, Nautilus, making Mocha in nineteen days. His ship struck a reef in the Red Sea 

but after a few days hardship on the cutter they reached Suakin. Bourchier then travelled 264 miles from 

Suakin to Berber on camel back, the first Englishman to take this route. From Berber he proceeded to 

Abu Hamet and then to Kroosko where he hired a boat on the Nile. 

The author provides full itinerary with details of expenses in case a reader might wish to follow his route

ref: 69423                                  £750

132. CUMMERBAND, Cadwalladar. From Southampton to Calcutta.  

Saunders, Otley, London 1860.  First edition. 12mo., [iv], 305pp., lithograph frontispiece, original 
red cloth gilt, gilt pictorial vignettes to spine and upper cover, worn. 

ref: 69190  £275
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133. CURTIS, T.A. State of the question of steam communication with India, via the Red Sea. Together with 

copies of the correspondence on that important subject, which has taken place with the India Board and the 

East India Company. 

Smith, Elder, London 1839.  First edition. 8vo., 92pp., lacks first leaf (half-title?), large folding map, 
modern green cloth gilt. 

ref: 69184  £225

134. GRIFFITH, Major; Mrs. George Darby. A journey across the desert,  from Ceylon to Marseilles. 

Comprising sketches of Aden, the Red Sea, Lower Egypt, Malta, Sicily, and Italy. 

Colburn, London 1845.  First edition. Two volumes, 8vo., .xv, 319; xi, 318pp.,  2 pages ads end vol. 
ii., 2 frontispieces, text vignettes,original blind-stamped brown cloth gilt. 

ref: 69425  £475

Item 131
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135. GRINDLAY, Melville. A view of the present state of the question as to steam communication with 

India. With a map, and an appendix, containing the petitions to Parliament, and other documents. 

Smith, Elder, London 1837.  Third edition. 8vo., viii, 99, [i]pp., 23 pages ads at end, INSCRIBED 
presentation copy, engraved map, contemporary half calf marbled boards, corners worn, rebacked 
red morocco, green label. 

Inscribed on title-page to the civil engineer George Rennie.

ref: 69179  £400

136. LARDNER, Dionysius. Steam communication with India by the Red Sea advocated in a letter to the 

Right Honourable Lord Viscount Melbourne.  

Allen and Co., London 1837.  First edition. 8vo., 124pp.,  folding lithograph map frontispiece, 5 
lithographed maps and charts, modern brown cloth gilt. 

ref: 69183  £450
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137. LUSHINGTON, Mrs. Charles. Journey from Calcutta to Europe by way of Egypt, in the years 1827-28. 

Murray, London 1829.  First edition. 8vo., xii, 284pp., lithograph frontispiece in india paper, 
contemporary half calf marbled boards, rubbed, edges worn. 

Hilmy I, 396. 

Sarah Gascoigne, daughter of General Joseph Gascoigne, was the first wife of Charles Lushington, East 

India Company servant. She died in 1839.

ref: 69178  £450
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138. MEASOM, William, illustrator. The route of the Overland Mail to India.  

Atchley, London n.d. circa 1851  Folio, 32 full-page  wood-engraved plates including pictorial title,  
occasional mostly light foxing and soiling, original decorative blueboards gilt, rebacked preserving  
spine, new endpapers. 

Views include Jeddah, Mocha, Cairo, etc. This work is published without text. The plates are set on a 

stone coloured background. A couple of the plates are signed by William Measom. The suggested pub-

lication date is taken from an inscription on the original front pastedown  (bound in), and is consistent 

with the dates of other works illustrated by Measom.

ref: 69449  £1,500

139. OVERLAND MAIL.   The route of the overland mail to India, from Southampton to Calcutta.    

Gallery of Illustration, London 1850   Landscape 8vo., 16pp, including 16 pages ads,  original pale 
pink wrappers with ads. 

This unillustrated edition priced at sixpence. 

ref: 69571  £125
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140. OVERLAND MAIL. The route of the overland mail to India, from Southampton to Calcutta.    

Gallery of Illustration, London 1850   Fifth edition, landscape 8vo., 65pp, including 31 full-page 
wood-engraved plates, one page ads to verso last leaf,  original yellow wrappers with ads. 

This illustrated edition priced at one shilling.

ref: 69572  £250

141. RENSHAW, R[ichard].   Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, the Indian Ocean, and up the Red Sea, with 

travels into Egypt, through the Desert, &c. giving an account of the cities of Grand Cairo and Alexandria. To 

which is added an appendix, containing the natural history of the principal wild animals of those extensive 

regions, &c.  

Jennings, Manchester 1837  Fourth edition, 12mo.,  240pp., folding frontispiece, original tan cloth 
gilt, neatly rebacked preserving spine. 

Mendelssohn, II, 209. 

ref: 69435  £200

142. RICHARDSON, David Lester. The Anglo-Indian passage; homeward and outward; or, a card for 

the overland traveller from Southampton to Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta. With letters descriptive of the 

homeward passage, and notices of Gibraltar, Malta, Alexandria, Cairo, Suez, Aden, Bombay, Point de Galle, 

Madras, and Calcutta. 

Madden, London 1849  Second edition. 12mo., x, [ii], 199pp., 11 pages of ads at beginning, 15 pages 
ads at end, wood-engraved frontispiece, map, 11 full-page wood-engraved plates, 12 illustrations 
in text, occasional pencil annotations, light soiling, margin page 42 slightly defective touching a 
couple of letters but not affecting sense, modern red cloth, morocco label, original red cloth covers 
bound in. 

ref: 69192  £200
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143. RICHARDSON, David Lester. The Anglo-Indian passage; homeward and outward; or, a card for 

the overland traveller from Southampton to Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta. With letters descriptive of the 

homeward passage, and notices of Gibraltar, Malta, Alexandria, Cairo, Suez, Aden, Bombay, Point de Galle, 

Madras, and Calcutta. 

Madden, London 1845  First edition. 12mo., x, [ii], 190pp., 12 pages ads at beginning, wood-
engraved frontispiece, map, 11 full-page wood-engraved plates, 12 illustrations in text, modern 
half calf gilt. 

ref: 69573  £200

144. RICHARDSON, David Lester. The overland route to India, with notices of Gibraltar, Malta, 

Alexandria, Cairo, Suez, Aden, Bombay, Point de Galle, Madras, and Calcutta. 

Madden, London n.d. [1849].  Second edition. 12mo., x, [ii], 199pp., wood-engraved frontispiece, 
map, 12 full-page wood-engraved plates(including 1 at page 105 not called for in list of plates), 12 
illustrations in text, original blue cloth gilt, gilt pictorial vignettes to spine and upper cover, all 
edges gilt,  neatly rebacked preserving spine. 

ref: 69191  £225
 

145. ROBERTS, Emma. The East India voyager, or ten minutes advice to the outward bound ... [WITH] [George 

Parbury], Hand book for India and Egypt, comprising the narrative of a journey from Calcutta to England ... 

I. Madden, II. Allen, London 1839 & 1841  2 works in 1 volume, 12mo., xii, 263pp., and xx, 492pp., 
second work with lithograph frontispiece and large folding colour map, contemporary half calf 
rebacked preserving spine, black morocco lettering piece. 

ref: 69180  £450

146. ROBERTS, Emma. Notes of an overfland journey through France and Egypt to Bombay.  By the late 

Miss Emma Roberts. With a memoir. 

Allen, London 1841.  12mo., xxviii, 333pp., contemporary green polished half calf gilt, spine in five 
compartments, tan morocco lettering piece in second, others richly gilt, raised bands, marbled sides, 
rebacked preserving spine, armorial bookplate of General Viscount Hardinge, an excellent copy. 

ref: 69182  £300

147. [SHERER, Joseph Moyle] Scenes and impressions in Egypt and in Italy.  

Longman, London 1824  First edition. 8vo., iv; [ii], 452pp., later half calf marbled boards and edges, 
a little rubbed and worn but quite sound. 

Cf. Blackmer 1538 (3rd. ed.). 

Colonel Sherer was sent with his regiment to India, returning via the overland route (Red Sea and Egypt.)

ref: 69177  £225



Russia
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German populations in Ukraine and Russia

148. Atlas der Evangelisch-Lutherischen Gemeinen [sic] in Russland.  

Kaiserl. Akad. der Wissenschaften, St Petersburg, 1855.  Oblong folio (46 x 54 cm). Title and 
contents printed on upper blue wrappers, V pp. notes and tables, five lithograph maps hand-
coloured in outline and numbered; only half of lower wrapper present, occasional light marginal 
dampstaining and spotting, vertical fold in the middle. 

Unusual atlas of the celebrated German communities of the Russian empire - ‘Nemtsiy’ [German] 

possibly coming from ‘nemyy’ [mute] because these communities would speak only German, and hence 

not Russian with natives... The atlas shows a general map, and more detailed maps of the regions of St. 

Petersburg, Saratov and Samara, and southern Ukraine (Odessa to Crimea).

Uncommon: apparently no copy in the New York Public Library nor the Library of Congress, only one 

copy in the UK public institutions (BL) and two in Germany’s (Berlin and Halle).

ref: 83688  £1,500

149. Kalishskie manevry, uprazhneniya i parady, provedennye v 1835 godu voyskami Rossii i Prussii 

[Manoeuvre Plans, Exercises and Parades by the Soldiers of Russia and Prussia in the camp of Kalisz in 

1835]. 

Plyushar [Pluchart], Skt.Peterburg, 1837.  Atlas volume only, folio, of eleven folding lithographed 
maps and charts in a green marbled slipcase, calf spine with lettering and decorations in gilt; spine 
repaired, case a bit rubbed. 

Fine copy, in the decorative slipcase, of this scarce set of maps and plans celebrating common military 

excercises between Prussia and Russia in the presence of Nicholas I and Frederick Wilhelm III. They were 

organised in the border town of Kalisz to commemorate the treaty of peace between both powers signed 

there in 1813, after Napoleon’s disastrous campaign to Russia. These maps are sometimes accompanied 

by a slim 86-pp. text volume. 

ref: 84691  £1,500
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150. [CAUCASUS] - EMIN, N[ikita 
Osipovich] (translator). Sharakan. 

Bogosluzhebnye kanony i piesni 

Armiyanskoy vostochnoy tserkvi. Perevel 

s drevne-armianskago yazyka N. Emin. 

Polnyy perevod. 

[Hymns. Worship Canons and Songs of the 

Eastern Armenian Church translated from 

Ancient Armenian by N. Emin. Complete 

translation]. 

A. Gattsuk, Moskva, 1879.  
Tall 8vo (23.8 x 16.8 cm). Half-
title, title, VIII-449-[2]-IV-[1] pp, 
including table of contents and errata; 
occasional spotting.
Contemporary half sheep over 
marbled boards, spine with raised 
bands and direct gilt lettering, 
marbled endpapers; a bit rubbed at 
extremities. 

A fine copy of the uncommon first 

edition of this rich collection of Armenian 

medieval hymns (known as sharakans) 

translated into Russian by the celebrated 

Armenologist Emin (1815-90).

ref: 83938  £1,250

151. [CAUCASUS] - ORYNYANSKIY, A. A. and A. F. FADEEV. Sputnik turista po Abkhasii. Marshrutnyy 

putevoditel [Tourist’s Companion to Abkhazia. A Route Guide]. 

Tip. Iskra revolutsii, Moskva-Leningrad 1931.  12mo (10.5 x 15 cm). 144 pp. incl. original printed 
wrappers and a double-page map, some photographic illustrations in text; light watertain to upper 
corner of a few leaves.
Original printed wrappers protected by modern plain wrappers; orig. wrappers restored, ownership’s 
inscription to upper wrapper. 

Uncommon. A lovely guide to the short-lived ‘Abkhazian USSR’ [sic], published the year of its 

disappearance through the integration of this 10-year old republic into the Georgian SSR. Abkhazia 

became a very popular touristic destination during Soviet times, before going through more troubled 

times in the 1990s.

With routes to Sukhumi, Sochi, Gagra and Gudauta among others, and a double-page roadmap of the 

republic. From the ‘Library of proletarian tourist’ series of  ‘Travels to the USSR’.

ref: 84376  £125
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152. [CAUCASUS ] - SUKIAS SOMALIAN, Placido, archbishop. Quadro della storia letteraria di 

Armenia.    

S.Lazzaro, Venezia, 1829.  8vo (22 x 15 cm). xix, 240 pp., errata leaf; just a few spots, leaf 1/8 with 
marginal paper flaw.
Contemporary half-calf over blue marbled boards, flat spine with gilt lettering and decorations in 
compartments, speckled edges. Provenance: San Biagio degli Armeni (Roman church; bookplate to 
upper pastedown). 

Fine, fresh copy of the uncommon first edition of the first attempt of an history of Armenian literature. It 

features works by Gregory the Illuminator, Mesrop Mashtots and other key figures in Armenian history, 

with short descriptions of the main Armenian authors and their works, beginning with manuscripts and 

finishing with 18th-century books. It also includes a list of works mentioned.

The Armenian Somal was Archbishop of Siuna and General Abbot of the celebrated Congregation of the 

Armenian monks of San Lazzaro degli Armeni.

ref: 85323  £500

153. [CAUCASUS, UKRAINE] - HOMMAIRE DE HELL, Xavier. Les Steppes de la Mer Caspienne, le 

Caucase, le Crimée et la Russie Méridionale. Voyage pittoresque, historique et scientifique. Atlas Scientifique. 

Atlas Historique 

 
Paris, 1845.  Atlas volume only, two parts in one volume folio (45 x 32 cm). Title, list of plates, 
large folding handcoloured map with 18 (!) different colours, engraved by L. Bouffard (96 x 71 
cm), one handcoloured geological profiles plate, 6 lithographs on fossil shells and ammonites, 4 
engraved historical maps; title, list of plates, 25 tinted lithographs by Lemercier incl. 8 fully or 
partly handcoloured; some spotting, occasional soiling, stamps to plates verso.
Contemporary green half-sheep over green marbled boards, blindstamped decoration in 
compartments, three morocco labels gilt-lettered; a bit rubbed. Provenance: Bibliotheque de 
Narbonne (library stamps on title and verso of plates, label at spine foot, all rather rubbed). 

Rich illustrated record of Southern Russia, with the first geological map of the region, which later proved 

to be rich in oil. Hommaire de Hell, a French geologist, explored the regions which border the Black and 

Caspian Seas from 1838 to 1842. He was principally concerned with the physical structure of the Crimea 

and the Steppes of New Russia, and the communication between the Black and Caspian Seas before 

the Bosphorus erupts into the Sea of Marmara. Next to maps, the plates show views of cities such as 

Bakhchisaray in Crimea and Kamenets-Podolskiy in Ukraine, as well as costumes and people, Cossacks 

in particular.

Brunet III-297. 

ref: 85305  £3,750
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154. [CAUCASUS] - WILBRAHAM, Captain Richard. Travels in the Trans-Caucasian Provinces of 

Russia, and along the Southern Shore of the Lakes of Van and Urumiah in the Autumn and Winter of 

1837. 

John Murray, London, 1839.  8vo. Engraved frontispiece, xviii, 477 pp., errata slip after contents, 
with 4 lithograped plates, a folding map, 12 pp. publisher’s ads at end dated May 6th 1839; spotting 
on map.
Original publisher’s cloth binding with blind embossing on covers, gilt lettering on flat spine; 
slightly sunned, neatly rebacked preserving spine, library shelf numbers at spine foot. Provenance: 
Southampton Free Public Library (small stamp with arms head of first page). 

Ghani p398. 

First edition of this uncommon work on Caucasus, illustrated with picturesque lithographs. Wilbraham 

was a Captain in the British Army on military secondment in the service of Mohammad Shah. He gives a 

good description of Qilhak village, north of Theran, which had just been given by the Shah to the British 

Legation. In two good profiles of Mohamad Shah and Hajji Mirza Aqasi, the latter is portrayed as nearly 

insane (Ghani).

ref: 84682  £850
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Rare Islamic architecture

155. [CENTRAL ASIA] - DORN, B[oris] A[ndreevich; also Bernhard Albrecht]. Atlas k puteshestviyu 

B.A.Dorna po Kavkazu i yuzhnomu poberezhyu Kaspiyskogo morya.  [Atlas of the Travels of B.A. Dorn 

around the Caucasus and Southern Coast of the Caspian Sea]. 

Imper.Akad.Nauk, Skt.Peterburg, 1895.  Folio (43.5 x 30.5 cm). Title, 9 pp., [3] ll. section titles 
and many subjects on 44 numbered lithograph plates, including 32 tinted views on 14 pl.; repair in 
lower margin and light soiling to title and next two leaves, occasional light spotting.
Modern green half-calf over green boards, flat spine with gilt lettering and decorations. Provenance: 
Biblioteka Akademii Ist. Mater. Kult. (light ink stamp to title and p.9). 

Very good copy of these original architectural plates, rarely found on the market: we could trace only 

one severely incomplete copy at auction in the last 35 years, and only one copy of the German edition 

published simultaneously.

A German orientalist, Dorn (1805-81) began in 1839 a long career at the Imperial Russian Academy 

of Sciences, reaching the level of academician in 1852. From 1842 he was also director of the Asiatic 

Museum and head of the oriental section of the Imperial Public Library. A pioneer in many areas of 

Iranian studies, he learned  Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Persian, Turkish, Pashto, Sanskrit, and Ethiopian.

In 1860-61 Dorn travelled to Southern Caucasus on a scientific expedition to collect information about 

oriental languages, culture and manuscripts - a rare endeavour at the time. Leaving St. Petersburg he 

went down to the Caspian Sea and entered nowadays Azerbaidjan, Georgia and Iran. He published the 

text of his findings in 1864 in the journal of the Imperial Archeological Association (‘Trudi vostoch. 

otdeleniya Imp. Arkh. Obshchestva’, part 8), but the atlas was not published for another 30 years, until 

Baron V. Rozen edited it, signing the introduction. Next to Indian and many more Muslim inscriptions, 

it shows views rarely seen of Baku and Derbent among other cities, as well as many archeological and 

architectural remains.

ref: 83642  £7,500
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156. [CRIMEAN WAR] - NOLAN, Edward H. The History of the War against Russia Illustrated.  

Virtue, London, [ca. 1857].  2 volumes in 8 original parts 4to. (26.5 x 18 cm). 2 [advertisement], 
viii, 812; viii, 772 pp., 2 additional engraved titles, 72 engraved plates with tissue guards and maps, 
some folding, numerous original ads leaves; occasionnal spotting, heavier on tissue guards and 
some plates.
Bound as issued, uncut in original red blind stamped cloth by James S. Virtue, gilt pictorial 
vignettes to upper covers, flat spines lettered and decorated in gilt; very lightly rubbed and soiled, 
plates bound as issued at beginning of volumes, general titles and tables of contents bound at end 
of vol. 8. 

Fine, attractive set in original parts of this comprehensive history of the Crimean War, richly illustrated 

with engraved maps, plans, portraits, views and scenes, covering the history of the Russian and the 

Ottoman empires as well as the Baltic and the Caucasian fronts of the war.

ref: 82117  £575

157. [CRIMEAN WAR] - SIMPSON, William (artist). The Seat of the War in the East.   

Day & Son for Colnaghi, London, 1855-6.   Two series in 2 volumes folio (56.5 x 38 cm). Title, 
list of plates with dedication on verso, 12 pp, 40 pl.; title, list of plates, 14 pp. and 41 pl. -- in 
all 81 tinted lithographed plates by Walker and Needham among others after Simpson incl. title 
pages, printed keys on verso of tissue facing the appropriate plates, all captioned and numbered; 
occasional spotting and marginal waterstaining, some tissue guards browned, list of plates of 2nd 
series restored.

Contemporary red half morocco over dark blue cloth, covers ruled in gilt, upper covers lettered in gilt, 

flat spines in compartments lettered and decorated in gilt, edges red speckled; corners slightly bumped. 

Provenance: William Chafyn Grove (armorial bookplates to upper endpapers). 

Abbey Travel  237. 
Fine copy, pleasantly bound, of the second issue of this celebrated work, with tinted plates, all 
numbered, and the keys facing the appropriate plates.
At the outbreak of the Crimean War, Simpson was engaged upon views of the Baltic battles for 
Colnaghi and when that firm decided to publish a large illustrated work on the Crimean campaign 
from sketches made on the spot Simpson was selected for the work on Day’s recommendation. He 
started on short notice, arrived at Balaclava in November 1854, and remained with the British army 
till the fall of Sebastopol. Simpson was thus a pioneer war-artist, and received several commissions 
to paint incidents in the war for the Queen.

ref: 83553  £2,750
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Russia

158. [UKRAINE, CAUCASUS] - ERMAKOV, D. E.  [Photographs of Southern Russia].  

[ca.1880].  Forty landscape albumen prints (approx. 22 x 28.5 cm), some duplicates, fair to fine 
tonal range, most with caption in the negative in Russian, many with Ermakov’s stamp on verso.

Important group of 40 photographs by this prolific atelier, showing mostly town scenes and panoramas 

and taken in North Caucasus (Pyatigorsk, Kislovodsk, with the Elbrus clearly visible in the background) 

as well as in Crimea, including fine views of Yalta.

ref: 80244  £3,250
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159. HERBERSTEIN, Sigismund von. Die Moscovitische Chronica. Das ist ein gründtliche beschreibung 

oder Historia deß mechtigen und gewaltigen Großfürsen in der Moscauw sampt derselben Fürstenthumb und 

Länder [...] durch [...] Herrn Doctor Pantaleon [...] ins Teutsch gebracht. 

J. Schmidt for S. Feyerabend, Frankfurt, 1579.  Quarto (31.5 x 21 cm). [4] incl. title in red and 
black, 138 [but 139], [3] ll. with portrait woodcut to title, heraldic woodcut, 15 woodcuts in text by 
J. Amman, some repeated, large woodcut printer’s mark at end; light occasional spotting, one leaf 
with closed tears repaired without loss, occasional marginal repairs.
Modern calf to style, covers with rich blind-stamped decoration. 

Adelung I-160; Becker, Amman S. 140; VD 16, G 2090. 

The first detailed eyewitness ethnography of Russia. A classic study, first published in 1549 in Latin 

in Vienna, and here in an edition adorned by Amman’s attractive woodcuts. Herberstein, an Austrian 

diplomat who was twice sent to Russia as Austrian ambassador, in 1517 and 1526, was the first foreign 

visitor to speak the language and record his experiences, including in his work remarks on the Russian 

history, land and ‘wild animals’, as well as on Russian customs, religion and people, with in particular a 

chapter dedicated to Tatars and one to the Duchy of Lithuania.

ref: 84804  £3,950
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160. JOHNSTON, Robert. Travels through part of the Russian Empire  and the country of Poland; along 

the southern shores of the Baltic. 

Stockdale, London, 1815.  First edition. 4to, illustrated with 20 finely hand-coloured aquatint plates, 1 
uncoloured wood-engraved plate, 2 engraved maps, light foxing to title, contemporary half calf gilt. 

Abbey Travel 15; Martin Hardie pp141-2; Prideaux p227; Tooley 286.  

Plates include Copenhagen, Hamburg, Stralsund, Frauensberg, Tilsit, Cronstadt, Igiora a Village near 

St. Petersburg, a Flying Mountain (a helterskelter), Bronnitzi, women near Novogorod, the Kremlin, 

Borodino, Smolensk, Lithuanian jewesses and a view of Borisoff. These plates are accompanied by an 

interesting and informative text of local customs, history etc. as the writer proceeds on his route.

ref: 84217  £1,350

161. KUNNEN, N[icolas]-P[ierre]. Voyage Agricole en Russie pendant l’annee 1885.  

Joseph Beffort, Luxembourg, 1886.  8vo (23.8 x 16.2 cm). vii, 143 pp., with 23 plates with mounted 
albumen prints; light spotting, particularly to plate margins.
Original olive cloth, front cover lettered in gilt; slightly rubbed. 

Very good copy of the only edition of an unusual and rare work.

The photographs mostly depict horses, cows, bulls, etc. in their rural setting and with their own names, 

often accompanied by local peasants.

The author was a professor at the agricultural school at Ettelbruck and edited local periodicals. He focuses 

in this early work on management techniques on various farms and draws conclusions towards a great 

need for capital investment and for an increased government support of Russian agricultural schools.

No copy could be located in the main public institutions in the Americas and Europe, except two in 

Luxembourg, both in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

ref: 39940  £850
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Russian life and costumes

162. LE PRINCE, Jean-Baptiste. Oeuvres.  Contenant plus de cent soixante planches gravées à l’eau-forte, 

& à l’imitation des dessins lavés au bistre; le tout d’après ses compositions, representant divers Costumes & 

Habillemens de différens Peuples du Nord, où ce célèbre Artiste et sejourné quelque tems. 

Paris, Bazan, 1782.  Folio. Title-page, 154 original subjects, printed on 59 leaves consisting 
of 80 etchings (on 29 leaves) and 74 aquatints (on 30 leaves); occasional light spotting and 
waterstaining.
Uncut in full modern calf to style, spine with raised bands gilt in compartments.

Cohen, 625-27; Colas 1850; Lipperheide 1339. 

This beautiful, entirely uncut collection is the first printing of the works of the painter and engraver 

Jean-Baptiste Le Prince (1734-1781), who was a pupil of Boucher and Vien. He invented in the aquatint 

engraving process, and the present publication shows more than 70 plates in that manner. The subjects 

represented are almost exclusively Russian: Le Prince spent indeed five years in Russia (1759-64), where, 

among other projects, he contributed to the ‘Voyage en Sibérie’ of  Chappe d’Auteroche.

The suites contained in the collection are as follows:

Divers habillements des prêtres de Russie (10 plates) 

- Les Strelits (8 plates) - Divers ajustements et usages 

de Russie (10 plates) - Suite de divers habillements 

des peuples du Nord (6 plates) - Première suite de 

cris et divers marchands de Petersbourg et de Moscou 

(6 plates) - 2me suite de cris et divers marchands de 

Russie (6 plates) - III suite de divers cris de marchands 

de Russie (6 plates) - Divers habillements des femmes 

de Moscovie (6 plates) - II suite d’habillement des 

femmes de Moscovie (6 plates) - Habillements de 

diverses nations (6 plates) - Various subjects (10 plates) 

- I suite de Coiffures (6 plates) - II suite d’habillements 

de diverses nations (6 plates) - Various subjects (62 

plates) including Les Sens (5 plates), Le Roue vertueux 

(6 plates) for the book by Coqueley de Chaussepierre; 

La vertu au cabaret, La Musicienne; L’Adoration des 

anges d’après Vienet, La Maîtresse d’école d’après 

Boucher, the only “hommage” to his teachers by Le 

Prince, Les Nouvellistes, Le Poele, les Oeufs cassés, Le 

Berceau, La Ferme, La Pompe, Le Cabaret de Moskou, 

Vue des environs de Nerva, Les Filets, etc., etc. Eleven 

large plates; Jesus dans le Temple, I Pastoral, II Pastoral, 

Les Batteaux russes, Le Coche d’eau, La Récréation 

champêtre, La Danse russe, Les Pécheurs, Les Laveuses, 

Le Repos, and O Fortunatos minimum. 

The work is announced to have more than 160 plates 

but although copies vary the most complete we have traced is 157 plates on 62 leaves.

ref: 84164  £20,000
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Chinese theatre of the Russo-Japanese war

163. MARTYNOV, A. V. (editor). Khudozhestvennyy albom ‘Mandzhuriya’ (Russko-yaponskaya voyna). 

La Mandchourie, album illustré de la Guerre Russo-Japonaise. 

Golike i Vilborg, Skt. Peterburg, 1906.  Landscape folio (35.8 x 50 cm). Title, [3] ll. title and TOC 
in German, 122 plates with almost 400 illustrations, some on stronger cardboard, all captioned in 
French and Russian; rare spotting.
Original publishers cloth portfolio, upper cover printed; boards a bit stained. 

An exceptionnal visual record of the Russo-Japanese war, showing a rich gathering of photographs 

mixed with reproductions of drawings, sketches and paintings after the best Russian artists of the time, 

such as Samokish, Makovskiy, Repin... Since this war was unfortunate for Russia, it is uncommon to find 

such richly illustrated Russian works on this subject.

ref: 83499  £1,750

164. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT. A handbook of Siberia and Arctic Russia volume 

1 General. 

 1918.  First edition. 8vo., 384pp., large folding orographic map in pocket at end, original blue cloth 
gilt, fine copy. Scarce. Provenance: Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person not holding an official position 

in H. M. Services.

ref: 85003  £250
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165. PHILIPPART, John. Northern Campaigns, 

from the commencement of the War in 1812, to the 

Armistice signed and ratified June4, 1813; with an 

appendix ... 

First edrtion. 2 volumes, 8vo., xvi, 324; viii, 
442 [i]pp.,  2 engraved portraits, 5 folding 
maps (either wholly or partly hand-coloured), 
light waterstain to corner of portrait and title-
page vol ii, contemporary green striaght-grain 
morocco gilt, a fine fresh set. 

A most attractive set dealing with Napoleon’s 

campaign in Russia.

ref: 85534                                                £950
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166. [SIBERIA] - CHAYKOVSKIY, K. F., I. I. TRETYAKOV and A.YAKUNIN (photographers). Vidy 

goroda Permi [Views of Perm].  

Permsk. gorodsk. obshch., Perm, 1895.  
Landscape folio (50 x 35 cm). Lithographed first page signed by “the Head of the city”, 10 albumen 
prints, fair tonal range and good condition, all but one mounted on white boards, with hand-
written captions, another mounted on dark green board with caption printed in gilt.
Original dark purple velvet, upper cover lettered in gilt, blind stamped borders with cornerpieces 
to covers, moire silk endpapers; slightly rubbed. Provenance: Baron Iosif Avgustovich de-Bay 
(Presentation copy). 

Beautifully bound album of uncommon early photographs of the Siberian city of Perm, presented by 

the city to the French archaeologist and scientist, Baron Joseph de Baye (Iosif Avgustovich de Bay). After 

a first travel to Russia in 1892, de Baye (1853-1931) devoted to this empire his scientifc life, researches, 

communications and publications. He travelled often to Russia and Siberia, for example on behalf of 

the French Ministry of National Education to seek opportunities for collaboration between Russian and 

French archeologues and anthropologues. He attended Nicholas II’s coronation in 1896, was a friend of 

Count Sheremetev and was in Moscow at the outbreak of WWI: blocked there, he was to stay six more 

years and witnessed the revolution and the civil war.

ref: 84578  £3,750
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Item 167
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167. [SIBERIA] - GLINKA, G[rigoriy] V[yacheslavovich] and I[van] I[vanovich] TKHORZHEVSKIY 
(ed.). Aziatskaya Rossiya [Asian Russia].  

Marks, Skt. Peterburg, 1914.  Three volumes 4to (30 x 24 cm) and one volume large folio (54 x 
43 cm). VIII incl. half-title and volume title, 576, II pp., with 11 portrait pl. protected by tissue 
guards, 76 pl. most recto verso, incl. a large panorama, 3 in colour and 2 double page, 12 maps and 
diagrams, incl. one double-page in colour and 7 colour maps; half-title, volume title, 638, II pp., 
with 3 portrait pl. protected by tissue guards, 16 maps, schemes and diagrams, incl. 2 colour and a 
double-page colour maps, 58 pl., most recto verso, incl. one in colour and a double-page panorama; 
half-title, volume title, [1], CLV pp.
Atlas: decorated title printed in colour, gilt and silver after a design by S. Kushchenko, half-title, 
table of content, 4, 24 pp., 72 pl. with pl. 58a, most double-page and most in colour, most with 
printed captions and text to rectos, incl. 9 colour diagrams and one colour plate printed with gold 
and silver protected by original tissue guard with printed captions.
Publisher’s printed wrappers (of text volumes) bound in publisher’s green cloth, lettered in gilt 
to upper covers and spines, gilt Russian coat of arms to upper covers, flat green morocco spines, 
marbled edges, decorated endpapers; light waterstaining to upper cover of the first volume. 

First edition of this landmark production on Eastern Russia: a fine copy in the publisher’s binding 

adorned with gilt double-headed eagles.

This impressive, richly illustrated work on Asian Russia records, with much historical, geographical and 

economical data and descriptions, the agricultural and industrial development through which Eastern 

Russia, Siberia and the Far East went at the turn of the 19th century. Indeed, the resettlement of people to 

Siberia following the agrarian reform initiated by the Prime Minister Witte in 1905-6, together with the 

construction of the celebrated Trans-Siberian railway, resulted in a sharp rise in agricultural production, 

which turned Russia into one of the major exporters of grain, flax, and livestock products.

Next to many topographical maps, the ‘Atlas Aziatskoy Rossii’ also shows these achievements, illustrating 

the resources, land ownership, settlers and productions with specialized didactic maps and diagrams. Of 

particular note are also a beautiful plate printed in colour, gilt and silver with the coat of arms of the 

Asian regions, as well as a large folding panorama of Vladivistok in volume I.

A reprint of the present edition was produced in 1974 by the Oriental Research Partners, Cambridge.

ref: 84328  £5,750
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168. [UKRAINE] - ALLEN, W[illiam] E[dward] D[avid]. The Ukraine. A History.  

University press, Cambridge, 1940.  8vo. 404 pp. with index, 5 maps incl. 2 folding.
Publisher’s green cloth with gilt lettering and decoration; without the dust jacket, light spotting to 
edges, spine a bit faded. 

First edition of one of the rare histories of Ukraine. A successful businessman, politician and Foreign 

Service officer, Allen (1901-73) wrote a famous ‘History of the Georgian People’ and gathered an 

important library on these subjects.

ref: 83706  £50

169.  [UNITED STATES OF AMERICA] - Kratkaya istoriya Soedinennykh Shtatov [Short History of the 

United States].  

Maydanskiy, New York, 1917.  8vo (23 x 15.5 cm). [16], illustrations throughout. Publisher’s 
wrappers; slightly sunned.   

Lovely and very unusual booklet, published by Russian emigrants in the USA probably to facilitate 

integration in their new home country. It includes practical suggestions on how to become an American 

citizen and numerous illustrations, among them slave trade ads from the 18th century.

ref: 85326  £175
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170. [UNITED STATES OF AMERICA] - Kratkaya istoriya Soedinennykh Shtatov [Short History of the 

United States].  

Maydanskiy, New York, 1917.  8vo (23 x 15.5 cm). [16], illustrations throughout. Publisher’s 
wrappers; slightly sunned.   

Lovely and very unusual booklet, published by Russian emigrants in the USA probably to facilitate 

integration in their new home country. It includes practical suggestions on how to become an American 

citizen and numerous illustrations, among them slave trade ads from the 18th century.

ref: 85326  £175

171. ANSON, George A voyage round the world, in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV ... Compiled from 

papers and other materials of the Right Honourable George Lord Anson, and published under his direction 

by Richard Walter, M.A. Chaplain of His Majesty’s Ship the Centurion, in that expedition. 

T. Osborne, London, 1748.  First edition. 4to., [20], 417, [3] pp., 42 copper-plates (mostly folding), 
contemporary sprinkled calf, morocco lettering piece, a fine copy. 

Hill, 1817; Cox I, 49; Sabin 1625; BdM I, 38. 

A masterpiece of descriptive travel that became the most popular book of maritime adventure of the 

time.

“Classic account of circumnavigation.” - Borba de Moraes. Of the original eight ships, which started this 

expedition to harass the Spaniards on the western coast of South America, seven were lost around Cape 

Horn and on the coast of Chili, and out of 900 men who left England more than 600 died. The primary 

object of the expedition was not attained, but by the capture of the Manila Galleon near China, Anson 

and the surviving members of his crew reached England much the richer. The work obviously contains 

accounts of China and the Philippines. “Walter’s account of the voyage is a model of what such literature 

should be.”(Cox).

ref: 85532  £4,500
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Bering’s discovery
  

of the straits

172. BERKH, Vasiliy. Pervoe morskoe puteshestvie rossiyan dlya resheniya geograficheskoy 

zadachi: soedinyaetsya li Aziya s Amerikoy? I sovershennoe v 1727, 28 i 29 godakh pod 

nachalstvom flota kapitana 1go ranga Vitusa Beringa [First Russian Sea Expedition undertaken 

to Solve the Geographical Problem: is Asia joined to America? And Performed under the 

Command of Captain Bering]. 

Imp. Akad. Nauk, Skt. Peterburg, 1823.  8vo (19.3 x 12.7 cm). Half-title, title, dedication 
leaf, iv, 126 pp., folding engraved map and folding letterpress table printed recto-verso; 
light marginal soiling at beginning, small waterstain and small closed tear to map.
Contemporary Russian half-sheep over marbled boards, flat spine directly gilt-lettered and 
decorated; extremities repaired and corners renewed, lower fly-leaf repaired.
Provenance: Bibliot. vospitannikov Morskago Uchilishcha (Library of the Naval School Students; 
shelf label to p.i, shelf number in brown ink to half-title and multiple ink stamps); Boris Kuznetsov 
(celebrated lawyer; blue ink stamp to title and booklabel to upper pastedown). 

First edition of this rare and important account, ‘providing original source material of two participants 

in a historical event of great importance.’ (Lada-M.). A fine copy in contemporary binding.

Initiated by Peter the Great following a suggestion by the Paris Academie, the first Russian sea expedition, 

under Bering’s direction, proved to be an important success. Russian accounts of it are however few, and 

very difficult to find. A Russian military historian, geographer and writer, Vasiliy Nikolaevich Berkh 
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(1781-1834) focused in particular on maritime discoveries, Alaska and its conquest. ‘His works are 

authoritative and are the culmination of a thorough research for which he often used source material. 

The present work is largely based on the manuscript journal of Warrant Officer Peter Chaplin, who was 

with Bering on the latter’s first expedition and sailed with him on the ‘Sviatoi Gavriil’. Berkh also used 

material from from Chirikov’s incomplete journal of the same voyage. These manuscripts journal were 

accidentally discovered by Berkh in the State Archives of the Russia Admiralty’ (Lada-M.). The engraved 

map shows Bering’s route and the folding table publishes for the first time extracts from the log of Ltnt. 

Chaplin. 

Howes B377; Lada-Mocarski 87; not in Hill and Arctic Bibl. 

ref: 84697  £15,000
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173. BREEN, Henry H. St Lucia: Historical, statistical, and descriptive. 

Longman, London 1844.  First edition. 8vo., xvi, 423pp., engraved map, original reddish-brown 
cloth gilt, spine faded, an excellent copy. 

ref: 84828  £1,150

174. BROWN, R[obert] N[eal] Rudmose A naturalist at the Poles the life, work & voyages of Dr. W. S. 

Bruce the polar explorer ... with five chapters by W. G. Burn Murdoch. 

Seeley, Service, London 1923  First edition. 8vo., 316 pp., 12 pages ads at end, frontispiece, 3 maps, 
29 photographic plates, illustrations in text, original black cloth lettered in light blue, pictorial 
vignette to upper cover, a fine copy. 

Rosove 51.A1; Spence 195. 

The biography of Bruce written by his friend and Scotia expedition mate. Contains a valuable account 

of the expedition’s preliminaries and biographical details of the officers not found in “The voyage of the 

Scotia.” The work was based upon Bruce’s own papers and interviews with his family and mates on the 

expedition.

ref: 85236  £300

175. BYAM, George. Wild life in the interior of Central America.  

Parker, London. 1849.  First edition. 8vo.,  viii, 253pp., 2 pages ads at end, lithographed frontispiece 
(lightly spotted), original reddish-brown blind-stamped cloth gilt, spine slightly faded, an excellent 
copy. 

Sabin 9702.  

The author, an Englishman, spent two years living in the forest in Nicaragua and this account is one of 

very few dealing with the local fauna. 

ref: 84680  £650
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176. CHAMPION, J.N. Atlas de geographie moderne. Mappemonde... [with;] Afrique, réduite d’apres celles 

d’Arrowsmith et du Major Rennell... [and;] Amérique, réduite d’apres celles d’Arrowsmith... [and;]  Asie, 

réduite d’apres celles d’Arrowsmith... [and;]  Europe Dressée d’apres les traités de Paris et du Congres de 

Vienne. 

Paris, Hyacinthe Langlois for A.H. Fremin, 1828.  Five engraved maps, each hand-coloured 
in outline, dissected and mounted on canvas, each with manuscript title label on verso, housed 
together within a fine red morocco pull-off case, decorated and lettered in gilt. Dimensions: (each 
approximately) 600 by 795mm. (23.5 by 31.25 inches). 

Not traced in BLMC. 

ref: 84756  £2,500
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177. CHARLEVOIX, Pierre François Xavier de. Journal of a voyage to North-America. Undertaken 

by order of the French King. Containing the geographical description and natural history of that country, 

particularly Canada. ... Translated from the French of P. de Charlevoix. 

R. and J. Dodsley, London 1761.  First edition in English.  2 volumes, 8vo., viii, 382 [ii (blank)]; viii, 
380, [iv (ads)], [xxii (index)], [ii (blank)]pp., complete with half-titles, large engraved folding map, 
contemporary calf unlettered, numbered in gilt, gilt dividers, raised bandsshort splits to joints but 
firm, corners worn, covers lightly rubbed, red sprinkled edges, neat repairs to joints, an excellent 
copy. 

Field 283; Howes C308; Lande 128; Sabin 12139.  

A translation of the third volume of Histoire et description générale de la Nouvelle France.

ref: 85105  £2,850
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178. CLARK, Hamlet. Lettes home from Spain, Algeria, 

and Brazil during past entomological rambles. 

Van Voorst, London 1867.  First edition. 8vo., 
178pp., 5 colured lithograph plates, light 
spotting, original green cloth gilt, a very good 
copy. 

BdM I, p185. 

Scarce. The author, who collected insects, visited 

Pernambuco, Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and its envrons in 

1856 and 1857. The section on Brazil occupies pages 

99-178. 4 of the views are of Brazil.

ref: 85109                                                  £475
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179. DAVID, Sir T. W. Edgeworth. Geological map of the Commonwealth of Australia [WITH] Explanatory 

notes to accompany a new geological map of the Commonwealth of Australia. 

Australian Medical Publishing Co., Sydney 1932.  Colour map in 4 sheets, each dissected & mounted 
on linen, 304 m by 380cm; text 177pp., folding map, 9 folding tables, illustrations throughout, 
uniform blue half morocco  gilt, a fine example. 

A pioneering work on the geology of Australia by that country’s most famous geologist.

ref: 84757  £6,000

180. EDWARDS, Bryan. The history, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies [with] 

An historical survey of the French colony in the island of St. Domingo. 

Stockdale, London 1794-1797 [but 1801]  Second edition first work, first edition second work, 2 
works in 3 volumes, 4to., 11 engraved plates, 10 maps (4 folding), light foxing to maps, contemporary 
tree calf gilt, red and green morocco labels. 

Sabin 21901. 

Bryan Edwards, 1743-1800, West India merchant, originally published the first work, containing much 

information on the slave trade (of which he was a supporter), in 1793. This present edition is the second 

edition, preferred on account of the maps which are not present in the first. The third volume contains 

‘An Historical Survey of the French Colony in the Island of St. Domingo.’ This work came about when 

the author conceived the idea of writing a general account of all the settlements in the West Indies, but 

with especial attention to the French colonies. He visited St. Domingo shortly after the revolt in 1791. 

This work also contains  his account of the Maroons  in Jamaica, and a history of the wars,  as well as 

Young’s  tour through Barbadoes, St. Vincent, &c.,  and  a life of the author.

ref: 84496  £2,500
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181. FUNNELL, William. A Voyage round the world; containing an account of Captain Dampier’s 

expedition into the South-Seas in the ship St. George in the years 1703 and 1704. With his various adventures, 

engagements, &c. And a particular and exact description of several islands in the Atlantick Ocean, the 

Brazilian coast, the passage round Cape Horn, and the coasts of Chili, Peru, and Mexico. Together with the 

author’s voyage from Amapalla on the west-coast of Mexico, to East-India. His passing by three unknown 

islands, and thro’ a new-discover’d streight near the coast of New Guinea; his arrival at Amboyna: with a 

large description of that and other Spice Islands; as also of Batavia, the Cape of Good Hope, &c. Their rivers, 

harbours, plants, animals, inhabitants, &c. With divers maps, draughts, figures of plants and animals. 

Printed by W. Botham, for J. Knapton, London 1707.  First edition. 8vo.,  [xxiv], 300 [i.e 302] [18]
pp., 5 folding maps, 10 engraved plates, contemporary panelled calf, small repairs to joints, an 
excellent copy. 
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Hill 664. 

“It was Funnell, not Dampier, who really circumnavigated the globe on this voyage, as Dampier proceeded 

only as far as the South Seas. The purpose of the voyage was to harass the Spaniards and take plunder 

from vessels and towns in South America. Its failure was due to the differences which arose between 

them. Funnell arrived in England before Dampier and seized the opportunity to compose a relation of 

his voyage ... His narrative contained much that was disapproved of by Dampier who immediately after 

published a vindication of his voyage, pointing out the misrepresentations of Funnell.” - Hill.

ref: 84841  £4,000
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The discovery of the Victorian coast

182. GRANT, James. The narrative of a voyage of discovery, performed in His Majesty’s vessel the Lady 

Nelson, ... in the years 1800, 1801 and 1802, to New South Wales ... 

For T. Egerton, London 1803.  First edition. 4to., xxvi, 195pp., large folding frontispiece plate 
(slightly creased along inner margin), large folding chart, 6 engraved plates (1 hand-coloured), the 
blank d4 replaced by the cancelling leaf “list of the Encouragers of this Work” (A variant noted in 
Wantrup but not in Ferguson), light spotting to engraved plates, contemporary half calf, marbled 
boards,  slightly rubbed, new lettering-piece and endpapers, neat repairs to extremities, a clean 
attractive copy in excellent condition. 

Ferguson 375; Hill 718; Wantrup 75. 

First edition of a foundation item for Victoria.

Grant sailed the Lady Nelson, a surveying vessel, from London to Sydney where it was intended that he 

hand the ship over to Mathew Flinders. In the course of the voyage Grant traversed the Bass Strait  for 

the first time. He also discovered (though did not enter) Port Philip Bay.

In 1801 Grant and Lieutenant-Governor Paterson explored the Hunter River, and as a result of Paterson’s 

report, Governor King established what was to be the city of Newcastle.

Grant published this account upon his return to England. The two plates of the Hunter River are “probably 

after sketches by the colony’s first professional artist, John William Lewin” (Davidson catalogue).

A rare book, “it is of the highest significance to any collector of Australian books and no collection of 

books dealing with coastal discovery or with Victoria  can be without it” (Wantrup).

ref: 85195  £12,500
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In fine contemporary hand colour

183. JEFFERYS, Thomas. Antigua, surveyed by Robert Baker,  Surveyor General of that island: engraved 

and improved by Thomas Jefferys Geographer to the King. 

James Whittle & Richard Holmes Laurie, London 1819.  Copper engraving, in original wash colour, 
dissected and mounted on linen, folding into the original green marbled slipcase with paper label, 
the map, widest: 491 x 615 mm. 

Apparently unrecorded state of this important map, here in beautiful fresh condition and in the finest 

contemporary hand-colouring.

In 1749, Robert Baker published a four-sheet map of Antigua from his recent survey; in 1775, Thomas 

Jefferys prepared a single-sheet version for inclusion in his ‘West India Atlas’. Baker’s map, the first 

survey of the whole island, in both wall-map and atlas format, is the most important map of the island 

before the new surveys of the early 1850s. The single-sheet version, a more manageable size, proved 

particularly popular and remained in circulation up until 1860.

This example was sold as a folding map, described as improved to 1819; this state not recorded in Tooley, 

Printed Maps of Antigua.

ref: 84374  £2,500
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184. KOTZEBUE, Otto Von. A voyage of discovery into the South Sea and Beering’s Straits, for the purpose 

of exploring a north-east passage, undertaken in the years 1815-1818 ... in the ship Rurick, under the 

command of the lieutenant in the Russian Imperial Navy ... 

Longman, London 1821  First English edition. 3 volumes, 8vo., 8 hand-colourd aquatints (offsetting 
to plates), 1 line engraving, 7 maps (4 folding), contemporary tree calf gilt rebacked preserving 
spines, lightly rubbed. 

Abbey 596; Arctic Bibliography 9195; BdM I, 439; Cowans p335; Forbes 528; Hill 944; Lada-Mocarski 

80; Sabin 38291; Streeter 3512. 

First edition in English of Kotzebue’s first voyage. Kotzebue details the second Russian circumnavigation 

and this edition contains plates and maps not in the first Russian edition of 1821-23. 

One of the most important early nineteenth century voyages, its primary objectives were the exploration 

of the Pacific islands and the finding of a northern passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic. during its 

three-year circumnavigation of the world it visited Brazil, Cape Horn, Chili, Kamchatka, Alaska, and 

California, returning to Russia via the Philippines, Cape of Good hope, and Saint Helena. Scarce.

ref: 85398  £4,500
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185. LABILLARDIERE, Jacques-Julien. Voyage in search of La Perouse, performed by order of the 

Constituent Assembly, during the years 1791, 1792, 1793, and 1794, and drawn up by M. Labillardiere, ... 

Stockdale, London,, 1800.  First English edition. 4to., xviii,[3],18-476,65,[3]pp., engraved 
frontispiece, folding map, 44 engraved plates, light foxing and offsetting, contemporary mottled 
calf, spine gilt, morocco lettering piece. 

Ferguson 309; Sabin 38421. 

ref: 84521  £3,500
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186. LAMB, W.Kaye, editor. George Vancouver A voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round 

the world 1791-1795. 

Hakluyt Society, London 1984.  First edition. 4 volumes, 8vo., xx, 442; ix, 443-786; viii, 787-1230; 
viii, 1231-1752pp., 16 maps, 39 illustrations, original blue cloth gilt, dust-wrappers, light wear, a 
very good set. 

Hakluyt Society second series, 164, 165, 166, 167.

ref: 84200  £165

187. NAVAL STAFF INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT. A handbook of Mexico.   

n.p. 1919.  First edition. 8vo.,  550pp., 2 sketch-maps in text, original blue cloth gilt, a very good 
copy. Provenance: Royal Artillery Institution (bookplate). 

“For official use only. This book is the property of H. M. Government. Its contents are not to be 

communicated either directly or indirectly to the Press, or to any person not holding an official position 

in H. M. Services.”

This handbook was published after the revolution of 1915 and the “Crisis of 1916” ( the deterioration  of 

relations between Mexico and the United States). 

ref: 84961  £250
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Worsley’s copy

188. [SHACKLETON]. Shackleton’s last Antarctic Expedition. Southward on the Quest. 

Scala, [c.1923].  First edition. Landscape folio (36 x 29.5cm),  SIGNED AND DATED BY WORSLEY 
ON UPPER WRAPPER, 8 captioned sepia-tint photographs, original buff wrappers, original ties, 
first illustration slightly marked, short tears and fraying to covers, slightly soiled. 

Worsley’s signature dated 17.10.22.

Worsley served as sailing master of the Quest on the expedition.

One of the most heroic figures from the Golden Age of Antarctic exploration, Worsley is best known for 

his role as Captain of the Endurance on Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition of 1914–1916. 

After the Endurance became stuck on the ice, it was thanks to Worsley’s navigational skills, that all 

the expedition safely reached Elephant Island in three lifeboats. Then Worsley, Shackleton and four 

other men sailed the 22-foot lifeboat James Caird some 800 miles across the stormy South Atlantic 

Ocean, eventually arriving at their intended destination, South Georgia. This was an astounding feat of 

navigation by Worsley, who used a sextant in a tiny boat that encountered 50-foot waves and storms. 

Shackleton, Worsley and seaman Tom Crean then walked across South Georgia in a 36-hour march to 

fetch help from Stromness whaling station. All the men were rescued from Elephant Island.

RARE. A fine pictorial souvenir record of Shackleton’s fourth and final expediton to the Antarctic in 

1921. Shackleton was taken ill and died in South Georgia

ref: 85535  Sold
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189. SOUTHEY, Captain Thomas. Chronological 

history of the West Indies ...  

Longman, London 1827.  First edition. 3 
volumes, 8vo., bound without half-titles, 
contemporary blindstamped half calf gilt, 
marbled sides, lightly rubbed, an excellent 
set. Provenance: Fasque bookplate in each 
volume, the Scottish house purchased in 1829 
by Sir John Gladstone, father of the british 
Prime minister William gladstone; volume 1 
title inscribed “From the Cannings Library, 
1828”. 

A comprehensive account by the brother of the 

poet, Robert Southey, to whom this book is 

dedicated.

ref: 84572  £875

190. STEDMAN, J[ohn] G[abriel]. Narrative of a five years’ expedition against the revolted negroes of 

Surinam, in Guiana, on the wild coast of South America; from the year 1722, to 1777: elucidating the history 

of that country; and describing its productions, viz. quadrupeds, birds, fishes, reptiles, trees, fruits, & roots; 

with an account of the indians of Guiana. & negroes of Guinea. 

J.Johnson, London 1796  First edition, 2 volumes, 4to.,  xviii, 407, [ix]; iv, 404, [viii]pp., engraved 
frontispiece, , 2 engraved titles with vignettes, 2 folding maps & 78 plates and views, 13 of the 
plates by William Blake and 3 by Bartolozzi, all after drawings by the author, light browning and 
small waterstain to frontispiece, occasional light foxing to plates, generally a clean fresh copy, 
contemporary half calf rebacked preserving spine.

Abbey Travel 719; Sabin 91075.  

Stedman served in the Scots Brigade, a regiment of mercenary troops that had been established by 

the Netherlands to help protect its constitutional interests. In 1772, he volunteered to accompany the 

expedition sent by the States-General to subdue the insurgents in Dutch Guiana.

However, the book takes a strong anti-slavery stance (as witnessed by the involvement of the progressive 

William Blake): Stedman describes the cruelties pracitsed on the slaves, and shows the moral deterioration 

of their masters.

ref: 84519  £3500
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191. WAKELY, Andrew. The Mariners Compass Rectified:  containing tables, shewing the true hour of the 

day ... with a table of the latitude and longitude of places. ... Also a description and use of those instruments 

most in use in the art of navigation ... Carefully corrected, and very much enlarged, with many useful 

additions. By Ja. Atkinson  

Printed for Rich. Mount, London 1716.  8vo., 258pp., complete with half-title with ads to verso 
(slightly cropped), woodcut illustrations, some full-page, light waterstain to preliminaries, heavier 
waterstain at end, last four leaves chipped at margins not affecting text, modern half-calf gilt. 

Adams & Waters 367; Taylor, Mathematical paractitioners, 169. 

The fifth and final edition of a work first published in 1665. ESTC records MH only of this edition, and 

all editions are rare.

The illustrations include 2 of a rectifier, 1 of a nocturnal, and others on the use of the fore-staff and the 

quadrant.

ref: 75733  £450

192. WOODCROFT, Bennet. A sketch of the 

origin and progress of steam navigation from 

authentic documents. 

Taylor, Walton, and Maberly, London 
1848.  First edition. Small 4to., [viii], iv, 
140pp., this copy presented to Robert 
Gardner by the author, additional pictorial 
lithographed title, 16 full-page lithograph 
plates, illustrations in text, contemporary 
brown morocco gilt by Remnant, Edmonds 
& Remnants, covers with gilt borders, spine 
in six compartments, gilt lettered direct in 
second and fourth, others richly gilt, large 
pictorial gilt device to upper cover, raised 
bands, all edges gilt, tiny waterstain  to 
lower margin of last few plates, occasional 
light spotting, a fine copy. 

A most attractive example of this scarce treatise. 

Woodcroft was passionate about steam engines 

and was responsible for saving Stevenson’s 

Rocket for the nation and also for the founding 

of the Science Museum.

ref: 84658                                          £2,500
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193. WYLD, James. Map of Central America shewing the different lines of Atlantic & Pacific 

communication. 

Lithograph, widest 590 x 820 mm, dissected and mounted on linen, folding into the original 
publisher’s cloth slipcase with engraved label. 

Scarce map of Central America, extending from southern Mexico to modern Colombia, omitting the 

northern Yucatan peninsula, highlighting the many conflicting boundary claims of the region. Detailed 

insets show the ‘Isthmus of Panama’ and various cross-sections of the country between Atlantic and 

Pacific, to illustrate the proposed routes to link Atlantic and Pacific, with a table of distances, the routes 

across the Isthmus of Panama and Isthmus of Darien being the shortest.

This fourth state has been revised to show the international arbitration by representatives of the British 

and American governments to resolve the boundary dispute between Nicaragua and Costa Rica in 1852, 

and the boundary of ‘Grey Town or San Juan de Nicaragua’, laid down in 1852.

ref: 84303  £700
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